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SOKTH KOREAN DEFEr\‘Sk\‘F TACTICS 
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ganda, Ships, Unit or Force. 

Apr 47 RUSSIA, SAKHALIN, KURIIXS, . . . . . . . . . . . 
MANCHURIA and North KUREA 

92 

Aircraft, Airfields, Capture and Treat- 
lnent, Communications, Equipment, Ships, 
Topography, -Uni.t or Force. 

!faY u7 HUSSIA, KURILES, SAKHhLIN, . . . . . . . . . . . 86 
North KOREA and MANCHIXIA 

Aircraft, Airfields, Capture and Treat- 
ment, Defense, Eqiipment, Identifications, 
Medical, Personalities, Ships. 

&Q' 4'7 RUSSIA .*...........*........,........ 72 
Aircraft, Airfields, Capture and Treat- 
ment, Communications, Morale and Propa- 
ganda, Personalities, Ships, Unit or Force. 

May 47 RUSSiA and SAKHALIN ,............,.,., 79 
Aircraft, Airfields, Capture and Treat- 
ment, Communications, Equioment, Morale _- 
and Propaganda, Personalities, Ships. * 

26 

18 
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l4 29Mw 47 North KOREA and hlANClfCfRIA . . . ...+..... 80 
Capture and- Treal ment, Eqnipmeut, Morale 
and Propaganda, ‘Ships,’ Unit ‘or Force. 

15 3 Jun 47 RUSS14 ~r.4 SlXBALIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Capture ,end ’ r’~1 ~~ent, Communications, 

73 

Korale 2nd 71 ~7:*c.2nt!8, 
_ 

Personal f t i es , 
Nava.1, Medical, 

Shy&, Jnit or Farce. 

.16 9 Jun 47’ ,+n+l ~vxL:A, MANCHURIA . . . . . . . . . . . . 73 
ant; Ir2> LJA I.jX?h I / 

Aircraft, PipiiiLdS, Communications, E- ’ 
quipment , %?uical, Morale and Propaganda, 
Personalities, Skips, Unit or Force. 

_,, .,_. . . . 
17 18 Jun 47 RUSSIA and SAKRALIN ..,...i..,....:.... 113 

Capture and Treatment, Medical, Per’sonali- 
ties, Ships, Topography. 

18 30 Jan 47. RUSSIA; SAKHALIN and the KuHILES . . . . . 102 
Aircraft, Airfields, Capture and Treat- 
ment, Communications,. Identifications, 
Personalities, Ships, Uni,t or Force. 

..,..,.... ” I. I.‘. 

19 7 JUl 47 BAIREN and I&i ARTHUR ..i.;....,:.'.'... 81 
Aircraft, Airfields, Capture and T&at-’ 
ment, Medical, Personalities‘, Ships, ’ 

20 21 Jul 47..MhNFHWRlA and North.MRE4' . . , . . , . . . . . . 68 
Aircraft, Airfields, Capture and Trcat- 
ment, Equipment, Morale and Propaga.nda, 
Personalities, Ships, Unit or .Force. 

21 25 3~1 43 BUSSIA~ ?&WWkWN and the KURILES ..:.i 85 
Aircraft, AirfieLds, Capture and Treat-’ 
ment, Nedical, Ports, Unit or Force, 

22 7 Aug 47 RuSSIA, SAKIIBLIN and the KURILES . . . . . 
Aircraft, Airfields, Capture and Treat- 

83 

ment , Communicat ionS, Medical, Personali- 
ties, Ships; Unit or Force. . 

23 12 Aug 47 MNCHURIA and North KOREA . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Aircraft, Airfields, Capture and Treat- 

76 

. ment, ,Communication’s, Medical, Perso@- ’ 
ities, Ships, Unit or Wrce. : 

24 14 Aug 47 DAIREN and Port ARTHUR ,...l......:... ' 75 
Aircraft, Airfields, Capture and Treat” 

.ment, Personalities, Unit or, Pcrce. . . . . ._..., _ . 

F, ;.. ‘(‘,’ 

25 22 Aug 47 RCiSSIh . . . . . . . . ..r.r...*....i.......... 
Aircraft, Airfields, Capture ‘an6 Tre.a.t- 

98 

ment, Persbnalities, Unit or Porte. 

26 23 Aug 47,,?AIREN a@,Port ARTHqFJ .,.........i,....,. 89 ..a,.... 
Aircraft, Airfields, Capture .and T&at- 
nxent, Ports, Ships, Unil.or Force. 1 

1 

27 10 Sep 47 RUkIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*......*...* 88 
Aircraft, Airfields,, Capture and Treat- 
ment, Conk&atidn~, Personalities, Iden- . 
tifications, Unit $r Force. . 

43 

46 

11 

3.5 

37 

21 

16 

38 

36 

26 

1" 3 

43 

33 

54 
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28 23 Ott I.& vi&t .“‘I ‘. . . . . . . . . . . . . . *.s, . . . . . . . . I.,.. . . . . 95 
Airfields, Communist Propaganda, Indoc- 
trination, Industrial, Medical, Natural 
Resources, Personalities, Soviet Army 
Units, Topographic. 

29 7 NOV 47 Western SIBERIA . . . . . . . . . ..i.......... 99 
Aircraft, Airfields, Communications, Econ- . 
omit, Industrial Areas, Krnsnoyarsk Area, 
Sociol~~~ql,, Sopiet. PW. Camps, Topograph- 
ic, Identifications. 

30 18 Kov 47 ~iAI\[CliCKIA and North KOREA . . . . . . . . . . . . 84 
dircraft, Airfields, Communications, For- 
tifications, Indoctrination, Xavy, Polit- 
ical, Ships, Ports, Sociological, &it or 
Force. ’ 

31 1 Dee 47 North KORl?A . . . . . . . . . . ..I............. 131 
Aircraft, Airfielrls, Economic, GroundFor- 
ces, Natural Resources, Ysvy, Political, 
Sociological, Topographic. 

I 

32 16 i)ec $7 Easte’r,; $IBFBih . :* . . . . . :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Aircraft 

153 
, !iirf ields, Air Information, Fco- 

nomic, Ground lx>rces, ~~hdmw%% Area, Na- 
tural Resources, Polj tical, l’nrts, Sjberi- 
an RailKay Eranch Lines,, ,Shi!:s, Sociologi- 
cal, Topographic. 

33 2 <Jan 48 SRKBALJ8 .*....*.........,...e........ 113 
Aircraft, Airfields, Politic&l, Railroads, 
in Prlmorskiy Rray (Maritime Territory), 
Sociological, Topographic. 

34 13 Jan 48 Western SIBERIA .v.......,..*......,.* 179 
Aircraft, Airfields, ,Economic, Natural. Ro- 
sources, PoliticsI, PW Camps, Sociologi- 
Cal, Topographic,. ‘Town. Plan, - SovetsbnUa 
Govan ‘, .biii’&‘Fo&&. 

3s 21 JZiIl 4ti Western SiBHRIA . . . . . . . . . ..*.*........ 144 
Economic, Ground Forces, Natural Re- 
sources, Oil Refineries and Liquid Fuel 
Storage, Sociological, Topographic. _,.I 

37 3 

38 9 

Jan 48 Eastern SIBERih t......,.............. 112 
Aircraft, Airfields, Economic, Jndustrial 
Development and Facilities in Soviet and 
Soviet-dominated areas, Natural Resources, 
Naval, Topographic, Unit or Forc-1. 

Feb 48 Eastern SIBERIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153 
Economic, Natural. Hesources, Political, 
W&yards, Social.ogical, Topographic, Tovn, 

c - Xik0layevs.k. 

Feb 48 Western SIbE?III~ ind’ Adjacent B&X ..,‘, 139 
Economic, Electric Power, Ground Forces, ’ 
Munitions, Oil Well.s, ?olitical,, Scienti- 
fic, Sociolngicdl, Topographic. 
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39 18,Feb 48 Eastern SIBERIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125 
Air, Ground Forces, Hosp,i,t.al.s, Navy. Per- 
sonalities; Polit’ic’al, Topographic, Town 
Plan - Ulan Bator. 

32 

40 2s Feb 48 Western SIBERIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~12’ 
Aircraft,’ Airfields, Economic, Ground For- 
ces, Navy, Sociological,. Strategic Heavy 
Industry; ‘Topograihic. 

41 1 Apr 48 SARI&IN (OKRA) ~ . . . . . . . . . ..I..... . . . . . . 
Agriculture, Air, Aircraft, Airfields, 

106 

Conditions in Sakhaltn, Economic, Ground 
Forces, PW.Cqmps,. .Sociological, Topograph- 
ic, Toti ‘Plan - Okha. 

42 ‘1 Apr ,48 KWXURIA &d North KOREA . . . . . . . i, . . . 113 
Aircraft, Airfields, Communications, Econ- 
omic, Ground Forces, Hospital, Political, 
Present Usage; Manchurian Industrial E- 
quipment’ ‘Confiscated by. the USSR, Scienti- 
fic, Topographic. 

43 1 Apr 48 Western SIBERIA ..*...*.*............. 101 
Aircraft, Qrfields, C!ommunlcations, Econ- 
omic, Factories, Ground Forces, Political, I’ 
Sociological, Topographic. 

44 12 Apr 48 Eastern SIUEREA . . . ..*......*.......** 137 
Air, Communications, Economic, Ground For- 
ces, Mines, Naval, Personalities, Politi- 
;;.ln, Sociolp,gi,cal.,. Topogcapkic, ,‘ioxn 

- Mc@adap 

4s 22 Apr 48 Western SIBERIA . . . ..*.....*..I*...... 113 
Air, Economic, Ground Forces, Naval, Po- 
litical, Scientific, .Sociolo,gical, Topo- 
graphic, TOI& Plan - Skovorodino. 

46 w Apr 48 Eastern SIBERXA .*........**.,......,I 102 ’ 
Air, Economic, Ground Forces, Naval, Per- 
sonalities, Political, Sociological, Topo- 
graphic, Tqwq&an.: Pa.t.r.ousbzaba~kaZ I- 
skty. 

47 6 Hay 48 SAmBIALIN, KURXL Islands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113 
Air, Economic, Ground Forces, Order of 
Battle of the Spyiet. Armv.,. Political, Sci- 
entific, Sociblogical, Topographic. 

48 18 May f+8 Western SlBEiiIA . . . . ..* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. Aircraft, Airfields, Communications, Hcon- 

142 

omit, Identifications, New or Improved In- 
stallations. in, Uzbek S0vie.t Socialist P\e- 
public, Naval, Polwitical, Sociological, 
Topographic, Unit or Force. 

49 24 May 48 Eastern SIREKIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..C~*.... 12% 
Aircraft, Airfields,, Factories, Naval, 
Personalities, Political, PW Camps, Socio- 
logical, Topographic, Unit or Forcer 

30 

37 

a 

27 

31 

31 

3s 

31 

56 

39 
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50 s Jun 48 .We.stern SIEZRIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132 
Air, Economic, Ground Forces, Naval, Naval 
Intelligence i OZ’Ga .!kz~ Area, Personali- 
ties, Sociological, Topographic. 

51 9 Jun 48 USSR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Air, Economic, Ground Forces, Naval, Soci- 

129 

ological, Special Report and Town Plan - 
Ulan We, Topographic. 

52 19 Jun 48 USSR . . . . . ..*.....................*... 122 
Air, Ground Forces, Hospital, Industrial, 
Information, Naval, Topographic, 

53 2.q Jun 48 MAhiCHKJRIB and North KOREA . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Air, Economic, Ground Forces, Industrial, 

92 

Navy, Personalities, Political, Sociologi- 
cal, Town Plan - Xrasnogarsk. 

54 14 Jul 48 USSR . . . ..*..............*...*........ 112 
Air, Economic, Ground Forces, Navy, Per- 
sonalities, Sociological, Topographic, 
who's Who of Soviet Intelligence Officers. 

55 ag Jul 48 USSR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..I.. 
Air, Economic, Ground Forces, Navy, Fer- 

94 

sonalities, Sociological, Topographic, 
Town Plan - YOFOSht~OV. 

56 5 Aug 48 Civil and Hi litary Installations . . . 
in Sakhal in {liholmsk, liorsakov, Toyohnrnl . 

~7 30 Aug 48 Civil and Military Installations ,. . 
in Blalovctshchensk, IrkutsP, Nakhodka. ’ 

a7 

62 

58 27 Sep 48 
in Kuril 

Civil and Military Installations . . , 58 
Islands (Sever0 Ruri 7skl. 

59 18 Ott 48 Shipbuilding, Ship Repair Facili- . . . 63 
ties, Submarine Rases in Soviet Far East, 
Soviet Merchant and Naval Craft Reported. 

60 27 Cct 48 Soviet be and Indoctrination of . . . 146 
Japanese Pk. 

61 19 NOV 48 Civil and Military Installations . . . 65 
in Cht to, Khaharovsfi, Komsonol fsk. 

62 30 NOV 48 Radar Installation and Aircraft .., 72 
Production Facilities Reported in the So- 
viet Far East. 

63 2.4 Dee 48 Munitions Manufacture, Repair and . . , 152 
Storage in Soviet and Soviet-dominated 

, Areas. 

64 XI Jan 49 Petroleum Production and Storage . . . 116 
Facilities in Soviet Far East, 

65 15 Feb 49 Civil and Military Installations . . , 67 
in Lilrobidzbzn, Krasktno, Spaeskdnl ‘Nty. 
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66 23 Teb 49 Soviet Efforts in the Field of . . . 98 
Atomic, Biological and. Chemical Warfare. 

67 7 Mar 49 Civil and. PKlitary -Installations . . , 
in Okeanskaya, PetroCavloosk, and Razdol.- 

42 

noge. , 

68 31 Mar 49 Civil and Military Installations . . . 
in Cheremkhovo, fltlybys.heuka~Vostoahnalln, 

56 

and Tetyuk’iie. 

69 25 Apr 49 Soviet Airborne Forces and Mili- . . . 
t ary Schaol s .i.n USSR. 

50 

70 9 May 49 Telecommunication Facilities in ,.. 186 
Soviet and Soviet-dominated Areas. 

71 29 May 49 Civil and. Military Installatians :.. 52 
in Andlzhan, An&-en Coal Mine Area, Chuma, 
Fergann and Grunch-Mazar. . 

72 20 Jun 49 Tractor Uanufacture and .Repair in . . . 69 
European .and Siberian. USSR. . . , 

73 29 ,Jun 49 Civil and‘ Nili tary. Installations . . , 
in Artem, RnychtPhtnsk Mine and Senenovkn. 

77 

74 7 Jul 49 Civi 1 and Military~ Installations , . . 66 
in Taganrog. 

75 : .5 Aug 49 Soviet Ground Forces and General . . , 91 
Officers Personalities. 

76 15 Aug 49 Soviet A$ned Forces Field Grade . ..‘206 
Personalities. . 

77 27 Sep 49 Civil and Klitary lnstsllations . . . 
in Antva, ik3E,insk, Nakarov, Sobol. 

65 

78 28 Ott 49 Strategic and Industrial Tnforma- . . . 126 
t ion Sakha,l 2 n. 

79 28 Nov 49 Civil and liil itary Installations . . . 85 
in Kamen?RyboZov, YladtvostoP; and Y0.z~ 
flag Evka. 

80 30 Nov 49 Civil and Kli tary Installations . . , 99 
in Kazan I, Norshansk, Yelabuga, 

81 30 Dee 49 Antiaircraft 3ef enses in USSR , . . 185 

82 31 Jan 50 Soviet aud Chinese Communist AC- ,‘., 99 
t ivity in Kwantunp, IanchrJria. 

83 10 Feb 50 Hydroelectric Power Facilities in .., 
the USSR, and Civil and Military Installa- 

63 

tions in Manzovka. 
, 
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Civil and h?ilitary Install ations . . . . . 61 4 
in l@lovayn, Pgol ‘ivffy~, S~~scgmk2. 

Civil and 1lilitary Installations m.... 59 3 
in Suchan. 

bfotor Vehicle Industry in the USSR . . . iz+ 31 

Soviet Order of Battle in knntwc; ., . 105 22 
Leased Territory. 

Iron and Steel Industry in th3c USSR . . 120 21+ 
Thermoelectric Facilities in the . . . . . 82 8 
Soviet Far East. 

Manufacture and Repair of Soviet . ..a. 227 17 
Railroad Equipment. 

,%viet Fishing Industry . . . . . . , . . . . . . . 114 11 

Soviet Air Units and Installations . . . 129 23 
in Sakhat in and the /miles. 

Soviet Guided !?issiles and Rocket . , . . 101 18 
Launcher Units and Equipment. 

NKA Medical Organization; North .,.... 62 
Korean Security Forces; North Korean 

15 

Land Mines; North Korean 2d Infantry 
Division; North Korean 4th Infantry 
Division. 

Thermoelectric Facilities in . . . . . . .., 92 11 
Eastern Siberia. 

North Korean Defensive Tactics; ..,... 56 
North Korean 3d Infantry Division; 

9 

North Korean 5th Infantry ‘:ivision. 
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1. V[RTF{ I(~lR-aA:’ ??~F”:‘.-~~“ry “JCT’ICS : 
La---.- -:.rt-.-~,i -L.=iF’-” -c.,- A. - . . .-. hccording to PVi in- 

A “crlrati cng 
iqip 

the .r-crth Korean. iwry, in its pre-war train- 
i9 stressed offer:sive ryeratims to the virtual exclu- 

sicr. o_” Ciefensive techniques ~ ‘rhus 9 it ~‘as an ill-pre- 
J?aY+ Fnd ~Plative?ji insffect?ve instrurrent of der’er,sive 
s’a rfa 1-e +, ;-,a ‘; W,~ by spared rorrpIeta Cisintepraticn only 115~ 
the the!:. intervention, ir, greetlgi superior nucbers, of 
-!!he Chi nese Ccr r’uni.C:t Fcrces. Paye 2 

Tke PePIr:er.t;cl sectors jr’ t?o Fal’n L5ne cf resist- 
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INTERROGATION RF PORTS 

Issue No. 96 

This report summarizes’signifieant information con- 
cerning. Uorth Korean Forces obtained by U.S. Army and 
FEAF intelligence’agencies operating in the Korean battle 
area. Prfmary sources of information for this report in- 
c lude the following: . 

,( 1) ’ On-the-spot interrogation by highly-trained 
interrogators‘of North Korean and Chinese Communist PsW 
and deserters , 
tary personnel, 

Republic of KOREA (ROK) refugees and mili- 
and members of the UN Armed Forces. 

1. (2) Translations by ATIS of captured enemy 
documents, period3.cals, diaries, etc. 

’ ($1 I &her paraIle1 sources when appropriate. 

amount 
(4) In addition, so as to provide a certain 

of background material’ and to present the some- 
times.fragmentary interrogation information in its proper 
setting, material culled from other sources than those 
referred to above has been utilized. Whenever this has 
been done the source has been clearly identified in the 
text. 1 

~ 
Using agencies, ‘whenOevaluating information in this 

report stemming from interrogation reports, should take 
the following factors into consideration: 

(1) As a source of detailed, authentic infor- 
mation about the enemy, lnterrogatfons are of inestlma,ble 
value when properly analyzed and ‘evaluated on a conti-. 
nuing ‘basis.. Xnformaticn contained in this report is 
not considered final and will be modified or changed in 
future publications as additional material becomes avail- 
able; f 

(2) Individual’ interrogation reports upon 
which this study is based shave already been. reproduced 
and disseminated separately. 
therefore, 

Care must be exercised 
to ascertain that this callated summary ii 

not acc‘epted as confirmatYon of these individual inter: 
rogations. 

When, In the text of this report,‘a looale’is men-. 
tioned initially, the place name is given first followed 1 
by the geographic coordinates (coordinates used are those 
contained in Gazetteer, to Maps of KOREA, Elap Series AMS 
L551, dated September 1944). 
is used, 

‘Thereafter the name alone,’ 
Place names marked with en asterisk (*> could 

not be accurately located, 
-< 
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NORTH KOREAN DEFENSIVE TACTICS 4 

1. GENERAL 

The following analysis based on information obtained 
from 64 PW interrogation reports and the translation of 
12 captured documents, was prepared to furnish using 
agencies with an insight into the defensive tactics uti- 
lized to date by North Korean commanders against UN 
troops in KOREA. Several of the documents used as source 
material contain excellent, though academic, information 
on enemy defensive doctrine. However, when analyzed in 
the light of available PW interrogations, it has not been 
possible in many instances to corroborate that these 
theoretical concepts were actually employed in the field. 
Therefore, a clear distinction has been made between PW 
and documentary sources so that proper evaluation of the 
material may be made. In cases where documentary infor- 
mation alone is used, PW reports simply have not indi- 
cated whether or not such procedures have actually been 
carried out under field conditions. Furthermore, the 
majority of the information available pertains to the 
period prior to the intervention of the CCF. It is still 
too early to estimate, on the basis of PW interrogation 
reports, the modifications on North Korean defensive 
tactics engendered’by their cooperation with and/or subor- 
dination to the CCF. 

According to PW information, the North Korean Army, 
in its pre-war training, stressed offensive operations 
to the virtual exclusion of defensive techniques. Thus, 
it was an ill-prepared and relatively ineffective in- 
strument of de’fensive warfare that was spared complete 
disintegration only by the timely intervention, in greatly 
superior numbers, of the Chinese Communist Forces. + 

While North Korean defensive doctrine 9 outlined 
in captured enemy documents, clearly reflects its Soviet 
origin7 this analogy cannot be carried too far, es field 
conditions imposed certain modifications on the enemy’s 
defensive pattern. Nonetheless, PW reports indicate 
that in the North Korean as in the Soviet Army the lack 
of flexibility granted individual commanders, particu- 
larly at lower levels, has predicated an adherence to 
certain preconceived tactical dispositions and maneuvers+ 
This strong degree’ of command inflexibility probably 
grows out of the reported tendency to reduce the effect on 
over-all success or failure in battle of young and insuf- 
ficiently experienced officers’and to concentrate command 
responsibility in the hands of the senior commander who is 
accorded broad discretionary powers. A summary analysis 
of standard North Korean tactics in the defense reveals 
the following outstanding characteristics: 

The main defensive position is allegedly com- 
pris% of self-sufficient islands of resistance capable 
of all-around defense even when uompletely isolated from 
neighboring forces. Reports indicate furthermore that 

2 
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L 
‘supporting w.eapons generally. fire under decentralized 
yontrol. However 9 reserve forces designed to deliver de- 
ci’sive .qounterattacks and certain special antitank and 
engineer teams, apparently remain under the direct control 
or. the senior commanderr (1) - : 

b, Ih dewi.& as.well as offensive situations the 
artillery battery is said by PsW to be the normal firing 
unit, although. instances of occasional massed fire by 
artillery battalions have come to light. 
according to captured documents 

In the defense, 
North Korean artillery 

has the primasy,mission of dela$ing hostile attacksby 
engaging’ the attacker at extreme ,ranges thus forcing 
him-to deploy prematurely. As a second&y role enemy 
artillery.allegedly attempts to separate tanks ?rom in- 
fdntry fy)r piaoemeal annihilation, +a (2)' 

c* i?b&h K&ean defensive doctrine stresses that the 
strength of B d.efensive position lies in the ‘effective 
coordination of all types of fire with antitank defenses 
and obstacles and in the skillful organization of the 
ground S Lack of, proper attention to detail in the pre- 
paration and implementation of a defense plan is, there- 
fore, considered as a severe military offense punishable 
by death. (3) 

‘1 6,. Dummy’ po&tions and emplacements ,and raise. de- 
fenses are allegedly constructed whenever time permits in 
order to mislead UN air and ground reconnaissance and 
attacking forces.. ~.(4) 

. _i 
8. ,Persdnnel and antitank obstacles are purportedly’ 

designed to channel.ize hostile attacks into pre-registered 
concentrations of f.ire. from antitank weapons and snpport- 
ing. artillery. , (5) . . , 

I 
f. Due to’ the superiority of the TJN air arm’ cam6u- 

f lage ,and. other measures of passive defense seem’to re- ’ 
ceiye great stress in the North Korean Army. Compelled 
by necessfty, the North Koreans apparently have become . 
masters in the art of camouflage and concealment. In 
effec.ting near.ly complete concealment from aerial observa- 
‘tion, the North Koreans have dksplayed donsiderable in- 
ventiveness and ingenuity in utilizing local materials 
and”adapting ‘them to their purposes. (6) 

g* . The strength of ,reserve forces in ‘defensive combat 
appears to be .highly variable. PsW reveal that inasmuch 
as the bulk of the effective ground force is normally . 
cGm.mitted. at the main line of resistance the reserve is 
as a rule 1imZted to approximately one-sixth. of the total 
combat .strengl+. .(7.> 

h. North Korean defensive doctrine holds that only a 
well-timed and, determined counterattack can achieve eventual * 

(1); TIS 159j+EPIEMY,DOX: #200117. . ' ' 
(2) TIS 771, 1595., .1607; ENEMY DOC #200117, 200494. 

._ . . (3) ENENY DOC #200117‘, 200371 200494, 200.758.. .~ 
(4) TIS 771; ENEMY DOC #20011+. '.‘ - 
(5) TIS 1420.; ENEMY DOC #200117,3200229; ,20;494: 
(6) TIS 1595‘; ENEMY DOC #200117. 
(7) TIS 1951; ENEMY DOC #260117, 260188. 
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victory in a defensive situation.. Commanders of smaller 
subordinate units are therefore encouraged to launch con- 
tinuous small-scale counterattacks against penetrations 
in their sector; but both PW reports and captured docu- 
ments indicate that the final and decisive assault uti- 
lizing all .a.vailable reserves is executed under the 
direct control of the senior pommander, (8) 

* 1. According to enemy documents, it Is a character- 
istic’ feature of North Korean military doctrine that a 
comma’nder ‘is expected to accomplish his mission even 
under the most adverse circumstances, for instance,when 
threatened by envelopment or when actually enveloped. 
In fact, it is maintained that envelopment results from 
poorly executed tactical manuevers indicative of unsuc- 
cessful leadership in combat. Consequently, more em- 
phasis is reportedly laid on how to avoid encirclement 
thah on combat from encSrclement. As in all other types 
of combat, PsW state, disengagement may only be author- 
ized.by the senior commander. .(9) 

d 

2. DEFENSIVE ‘TACTICS OF NORTH KOF%AN INFANTRY UNITS 

A. Frontages and Depth 

The depth of a North Korean rifle unit in de- 
fense seems to be highly variable, PW reports indicate 
that in a defensive situation the regimental rear area 
may extend up to 6 miles in depth (from the MLR) and 
that of a division up to 12 miles. According to cap- 
tured documents, a battalion of the North Korean Army in 
the defense normally occupies en area about 2,000 yd wide 
and from 1,500 yd to 2,000 yd deep. However 9 PsW state 
that in” the difficult mountainous terrain of KOREA, the 
battalion may actually occupy a front up to 3-$- miles in 
width. The actual width of a unit’s sector is, of 
course , determined by the terrain configuration and its 
tactical mission, with the smallest defensive sector 
assigned to the unit that is exposed to the main hostile 
effort. 

In depth, the defenses of a rifle unit are ,alleg- 
edly,organized into three belts corresponding to the out- 
post line, the security line, and the main line of re- 
sistance, (See Sketch 1) 

~ ‘. The outpost line is reportedly located 6 to 8 
miles in front of the main line of resistance, according 
to captured documents, ,and is designed to harass and de- 
lay ,the’hostile attack. Comprised of hasty positions 
manned by forward detachments, this defensive belt alleg- 
edly may be omitted entirely at the discretion of the 
senior commander. 

In a division’defensive sector, one of the bat- 
talions is reportedly deployed, 1 .to .l* miles in front of 
the main line of resistance to form the security line. 
This line is said to be comprised of a number of indivi- 
dual strongpoints, protected by a system of obstacles, 

. 
(8) TIS 980; ENEMY DOC #200117, @371, 200494. 
(9) ENEMY DOC #200097, 200117. 
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+ band, receives fire.support from the main line of resist- 
ante. :The securrty line is-allegedly designed to prevent 

. surprise ‘attacks and to act as a reconnaissance screen. 
, It reaches its greatest depth and strength in front of 

, the main:position.’ 
I . I . 

.I The’. main ‘line of resistance, it is reported 
‘a depth of from’3 to 4 miles and is divided into regi- 

has 

,mental and battalion sectors which consist of a number of 
strong-points which, protected by obstacles, afford all- 

‘around defense even when, isolated. Gaps that can be 
opene’d and ‘closed easily are retained in the system of 
obstacles to allow for counterattacks. (10) 

B. Distribution of Rifle Units in the Defense c 

The~.‘regimehtal sectors in the main line of re- 
sistance are r‘e,portedly made up of battalion and company 

I strong-points deployed circularly and in depth around the 
regimental key positions. (See following page, Sketch 2) 
According to captured documents, North Korean defensive 
doctrine teaches that the. regiment must be able to with- 
stand strong‘ hostile pressure without abandoning its posi- 
tions even if ‘completely surrounded. The regiment is ap- 
parently the smallest self-sufficient tactical unit in 
defensive combat;‘. Battali,on strong-points within, the 
regimental sector are said to be circular in shape .to pro- 
vide all-around protection with fire concentrations on the 
flanks and in critical sectors. .When a regiment holds an 
exposed flank, PsW state, it is the usual procedure to 
echelon the battalions in depth’ and to cbncentrate reserves 
near the open flank. (11) . . . 

C. Drganization cjf Ground 

North Korean commanders reportedly realize the 
.Importance of engineer defensive works, in conjunction 
with natural obstacles, to secure strong-p6ints, channel- 
ize hostile attacks, 

ttioops’are 
and protect troops and .weapons, Con- 

sequently, allegedly enjoined to dig defensive 
works uninterruptedly and to camouflage them adequately 
against observation from the air. According to. a. captured 
enemy Field order unit oommanders are held personally re- 
s pons i!blo ) not on y’ for the ade,quacy of defense plans, i 
particul&rly as regards to preparation of.the ground, but 
also for ,the .implementation of these plans... In occupying 
a new position, priority is reportedly given to,thc con- 
struction of gun emplacements and fortifications. If 
time permits, dummy’ strong-points may also ‘be, prepared to 
confuse UN reconnaissance patrols and‘to divert attacks. 
The prosecution of an essentially offensive type of war- 
fare by the North Korean Army until the early pert of 
August appears to have produced a decided laxity among 
defending Barth KoPGan troqps in, promptly, pyotecting aea- 
pons and equi-pment and in adequately protecting themselves 
from increasingly ‘effective UN artillery and aircraft. To 
correct thfs situatfos, the following d.irect,ive was pub- 
lished by the 6th North Korean Division on 24 August 1950:. 
“As soon as a unit arrives at its objective; St must be 

b 

(10)’ TIS 1468,. 1595; ENEMY DGc #200117, 200131; 
(11) TIS 1468, 1595; ENEMY DOG #200117. 
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strengthened immediately and complete its engineering works 
in order to prevent damage and casualties from enemy. shell- 
ing and bombing. This practice must be thoroughly indoctri- 
nated in all troops and commanders. More than 8 per cent 
of those wounded in previous battles were hit by shrapnel. 
This proves that our engineering duty was neglected. Now 
it is rare to see even an engineer shovel which all troops 
should have in their‘possession at all times.‘ Such con- 
ditions not only encourage careless handling of equipment 
but will result in needless sacrifice of valuable troops. 
In future battles unit commanders will be held responsible 
for any losses due to neglect of engineering works.1’ (12) 

D. Fire Plan 

Preparation of an adeauate fire plan is said to 
be a command function. In regiments dnd*lower units the 
commander himself assigns targets to all organib.support- 
ing weapons; mortars, however are included in the artillery 
fire plan drawn up by the artillery officer. In view of L 
the enemy’s preference for decentralized defense, sup- 
porting weapons generally fire under decentralized con- 
trol, so that under normal conditions each rifle regiment 
is supported by a battalion of artillery from division. 
North Korean rifle companies are reportedly reinforced 
with one platoon from the battalion heavy machine gun 
company. Alternate positions for each weapon are alleg- 
edly selected and surveyed, when a position is .fi’rst 
occupied, but are generally not prepared in advanc’e, Al: 
though North Korean military doctrine specifies,that gun 
emplacements must be deployed in depth, field ‘reports in: 
dicate that in reality weapons displace only laterally. 
According to enemy PsW, Allied air superiority has caused 
North Korean commanders to keep crew-served’weapons con- 
cealed during the day at some distance behind the front 
and to move them up into thair primary firing, positions 
after the fall of darkness. Prisoners state that support- 
ing weapons are generally used to cover engineer ob- 
s tacles, mine fields and potential routes of approach of 
an attacking force and to support with flanking fire 
neighboring units exposed to the attacker ‘,s’ main effort. 
Captured enemy documents specify that artillery and mor- 
tars have the primary mission of annihilating hostile 
tanks and engaging enemy forces at extreme ranges so as 
to.delay them and force them to deploy.~ Intermediate 
ground between strong-points is allegedly covered by 
flanking fire from automatic weapons and ‘artillery. In 
addition, this ground is secured by land mines and ob- 
stacles and by some infantry detachments armed, with 
automatic and semi-automatic weapons. (13) ,’ 

E. Reserves 
, 

In the North Korean Army, reserves appear to vary 
greatly in strength and composition in acdordance with 
the .counterattack potential of each situation and with 
the need for larger or smaller mobile forces. According 
to captured documents, North Korean military doctrine 

(12) TIS 950, 1951; ENEMY DOC #20&l& '20~~9i;,200758: 
(13) TIS 1595; ENEMY DOC #2OOl,l7. 
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. . 
teaches that~ only an: all-out and decisive counterattack . 
can bring a.bout eventual, victory, . Psecemeal counterat* 
tacks against localized penetratinns of the main line are 
report’edly directed by subordinate commanders, but the. 
senjor ‘commander himself conducts ‘the flfnal all-out 
effort’ in which all available reserves and mobile forma- 
tions are .committed: Invariably in the Korean War UN 
offensives. are met by. determined and repeated -counEer- 
attacks launched under the protective fire of all avail- 
able support’3ng weapons. *- 

As ‘a rule, the main force of .a combat unit is pur- 
portedly. committed at the main line of resistance and not 
more than approximately one-sixth of. the effective combat 
strength I-s held in the rear as a general reserve; In a 
defensive situation along ,the NAKTDNG River;s.for instance+ 
a submachine gun company reinforced by an antitank com- 
pany constituted* the entire reserve of. a rifle regiment. 
A better example is perhaps afforded by the 2s’th North ~ 
Korean Brigade.; this unjt, according to .some of its .cap- 
tured members, was charged with the defense of. a sector 
along the 3eth Parallel against advancing United Nations 
Force’s. Of the four heavy weapons battalions and one 

. 

rifle battalion that allegedly comprised the effective 
combat force of ,the brigade, the infantry battalion,- 
representing one-fifth of the total strength of the brig- 
ade , was held ?n reserve, Yet 9ther reports reveal that 
very large jnfantry reserves reinforced with combat en- 
glneers, ant1 tank weapons, arti’llery and tanks may be 
assembled at times when they can be expected to deal a 
decisive blow against the attacker’s fiariks or rear. If 
armored, elements are available to the North Koreans* they 
are ordjnarily concentrated in reserve assembly areas to 
be .employed Jn the counterattack, although one informant 

* states that at times tanks are dug in to fire artillery 
or antitank missinns. In a defensive situation on the 
east .bank of the NAKTONG River, for example, three tanks 
were dug in as far as the, top of the treads and camnu- 
flaged with branches and grass. 

Interrogatjon reports !ndicate that reserves are 
as a rule assembled near road junctinns .in”strong posi- 
tjons capable of all-around defense, AcTording to cap- 
tured documents, North Korean military dodtrjne cautions 
commanders not to commit their reserves too early in 
order not to expend them against,purely djversionary 
attacks. Thisctendency to inculcate combat leaders with 
an over-cautious attitude, coupled with the comparatively 
low mobility and the limited sizerof hjs reserves, alleg- 
edly has at times been instrumental. in dooming North Kn- 
rean defensive efforts to failure. (14) 

F. Defensive Field Order e 
. 

After complet$ng his jnitial reconnaissance of a 
new defensive position, the senior commander ‘purportedly 
draws up a defense plan which follows the standard format 
of a North Korean field order. Reports disclose that 
such an order consists of seven paragraphs containing the 
following: the, first paragraph outlines the enemy : , . 

‘I ./, 

(14) TIS 1951; ENEMY DOC #200117, 200188. 
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situation as revealed through reconnaissance and other 
intelligence sources; in the second paragraph'the com- 
mander enumerates briefly the North Korean units parti- 
cipating in the operation to include the'mission of each 
unit and boundaries between adjacent units; the third 
paragraph reportedly contains the commander's decisjon; 
in the fourth paragraph the commander assigns speclffc 
missions to subordinate units; the fifth paragraph deals 
with the mission of artillery and other supporting units; 
the sixth paragraph gives the location of the command- 
er's command and observation posts and the direction of 
the main axis of communication; and the last paragraph 
directs when the initial report is to be submitted and 
specjfies the frequency of subsequent'reports. A some- 
what,abbreviated field order published by the 6th North 
Korean Division Artillery Commander on 12 August 1950 
well exemplifies this general pattern: 

"1. The U.S. Z$th Regimental Combat Team, 24th 
and 27th Regiments of the 25th Divisi"n, 2nd approxi- 
mately a regiment of ROK troops have been seen mnv‘ing in 
front of the 6th Division 1Sne. 

If a Between PAEDUN-NI (35oO4'N-l28O22'E) 
and KOSONG (340~8fN-128"20~E) there js a regiment 
equipped with five tanks, 11 artillery pieces, and 30 
vehicles. This regiment penetrated into KOSONG yesterday, 
reachjng a point 3 km from SACH'?N (35°04rN-128006'E)~ 
after a sustained advance. 

“b. A reinforced regiment with 10 tanks 
and four armored cars has advanced toward CHINDONG-NI 
(35*06!N-128030fE), MUCH'ON-NI (35°38rN-127n54VE), and 
SANGOK-NI* and a unit of unknown strength has been ad- 
vancing toward CHUNGAM-NI (35016iN-128-20rE), MUCH'ON-NI . 
and SANGOK-NI* in an attempt to join forces with two 
battalions whjch have been reinforced with three tanks 
at the MUCH'ON-NI line. Together these units are trying 
to advance to CHINJU (35n12fN-128004'E). 

i( 

, 

"2. a. Two battalions of a mechanized regiment 
direct1 'attached 

I 
to corps and the 2d Battalion, 15th 

Regimen , will encircle and annShilate the enemy by 
frontal and flank,attack. The enemy is attempting to 
advance toward SACH'ON through the Sach'on - Kosong line. 

"b. The '13th Regiment will destroy the re- 
mainder of the enemy at the 'Palsan (35008rN-,128"20rE) 
line and will then divert the offensive toward the 
MuchIon line to SANGCH'ON (35o22'N-l27o5O'E) and will 
destroy the enemy advancing toward CHINJU by a rear and 
flank attack. 

“C. The Training Battalion and ,2d 3attalion, 
13th Regiment, with artillery support, will stop the 
enemy from advancing toward CHINJU... and at the same 
time will counterattack and destroy the enemy by frontal 
attack. 

1 

“3 * Three artillery pieces from the 76mm Gun 
Battery of the 15th Regiment will be attached to the 2d 
Battalion, 15th Regiment. ' ' 

'i 
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“4, The Artillery Battery of the 15th Regiment 
will be responsible for the tactical organization of the 
guns of the 2d Battalion and will,also direct thejr fire. 

“5. My position is SANGMYONG-DONG*. 

“6, Report immediately after preparatory firing. 
Thereafter reports will be rendered once every hour.” 

All subordinate commanders are allegedly expected 
to familiarize themselves thoroughly with the defense 
plan. Laxity in the formulation of a defense plan on the 
part of commanders at all levels is considered a serjous 
military dffen%e punishable .by death, as the following 
orde’r, promulgated by the North Korean Army High Command 
in August 19fib, reveals: “,, . Officers who do not for? 
mulate a suitable counter-defense plan for their subordi- 
nate units and troops will be executed as criminals by a 
firing squad before officers of their own unit rtt (15) 

,G.’ Conduct of Defense 
*. 

According‘ to captured enemy documents’, the Ini- 
tial shock of an attack on North Korean defensive posi- 

.tions Is purportedly absorbed by the security line; the 
battalion holding this intermediate ground attempts to 
force the attacking elements to deploy prematurely and to 
lure them into mine fields and into automatic and nrtil- 

. lery fire from the main line. When the pressure becomes 
too strong, the senior commander gives orders for the 
security line to fall back on the main line of resjstance. 
As a, rule, supportjng weapons cover this retreat and en- 
gage enemy troops to delay them and to inflict casualties. 
Maxi;nium fire, power is reportedly dl.splayed by supporting 
weapons when UN forces approach to within 400; yd of the 
main line, with prSmary emphasis on separating ta,nks .from 
the accompanying infantry. According to both documents 

‘and PsW, the North Korean Army employs submachine gun 
units in concert with rifle units to bring.attacking 
forces under cross fire and to execute surprise counter- 
attacks against the exposed flank of a hostile attack. 
Under such circumstances, North Korean defensive doctrine 
(as outlined in captured documents,) provides, that the sub- 
machine gun unit should be separated from the supported 
rlf1.e unit by a distance of approx5mately 150 yd. If UN 
troops succeed in breaching the main defenses, PsW state, 
all available fire power is concentrated on them from the 
flanks and depth of the defensjve position and, reserves 
may be committed-for a piecemeal or concerted counter- 
attack. Part of the supporting artillery.and mortars are 

.’ directed against hostile elements that have penetrated 
t.hrough the main line of defense, PsPI revesl; whereas the 
remaining artillery and mortars fire interdictory mjs- 
sions and engage reserves to contain the attack and to 
prevent rejnforcements from reachdng the breakthrough 
area. After an attack has been repulsed, commanders at 
all levels reportedly check their positions; replenish 
their ammunition and other supplies, and evacuate ‘casual- 
ties. However, enemy prisoners manifest that in the 
North Korean Army tactical considerations take precedence 

t (15) ENEMY DOC #200117, 200371. 
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over the evacuation of dead and wounded,; medical attention 
is given to casualties only after the conclusion of an en- 
ga gement . It is reported that in the defense casualties 
are deliberately neglected until lost ground has been.ro- 
gained and the situation has been satisfactorily stabi- 
lized. (1.6) 

H. Withdrawal and Retreat 

Enemy documents reveal. that North Korean officers 
and troops alike are directed to hold their ground at all 
cost unless ordered to retreat by competent authority and 
are instructed to commjt suicide rather than to surrender 
to United Natlon Forces. To persuasive propaganda de- 
picting UIV troops as barbaric murderers who kill all pri- 
soners was added the direct threat of execution to hold 
down the desertion rate and to prevent retreat, notably 
among the demoralized and ill-trained replacements con- 
scripted south of the 38th Parallel. Many prisoners re- 
late that thefr squad and platoon leaders brandished a 
pistol and threatened to kill them should they attempt to 
surrender. Others purport that In combat units composed 
overwhelmingly of recent ROK draftees, special guards 
were posted right behind the forward echelon of troops 
with explicit orders to shoot al.1 deserters. Unit cul- 
tural officers, too, seem to play an important role in 
preventing desertion; they collect surrender leaflets im- 
mediately after they are dropped and mete out severe 
punishment’td all personnel found in possession of such 
a document. But in spite of all precautions, the general 
demoralization of North Korean troops conditioned by hun- 
ger, defeat ,, continual aerial pounding, and the wholesale 
influx nf untrained replacements recruited south of the 
38th Parallel affected so adversely the enemy’s will to 
resist that the communist dictator of North KOREA, KIM 11 
Sung, found it necessary in August 1950 to issue the fol- 
lowing directive : 

“1. No unit or unit commander is allowed to re- 
treat even one step from his occupied area or position. 

"2. All cowards and deserters will be executed 
regardless of rank. 

manders, 
"3. The Froht Headquarters Commander, corps com- 

and the commanders of subordinate units should 
court-martial those who leave their battle positions and 
abandon their weapons without permission... 

"4. Those division and regimental commanders who 
retreat and lose their weapons without their superior’s 
permission will be divested of their office and court- 
martialed by the Front Headquarters Commander who is 
hereby granted that power, The court-martial decision 
and its execution will be ratified by me.” (17) 

3. HASTY AND DELIBERATE DEFENSES , 

Since the armed forces of the enemy had been geared 
primarily to offensive ,warfare in anti,cipation of an easy 

(16) 
(17) 

TIS 880, 939' 
TIS 711 1464. 

ENEMY DOC #200117, 200494. 
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victory, not much stress was laid on defensive prepara- 
tions of a. more permanent nature until the tide of battle 
began tc tur6 against the communjst aggressor. Conse- 
quently, irl the basic training phase, the indoctrination 
of ,North Korean ‘troops in defensive measures was almost 

’ completely neglected and it was not until the full weight 
of UN air superiority and superior fire-power was brought 

.- . to bear on the enemy and his offensive drSve was stalled 
‘in all “sectors, that North Korean commanders found it 

‘necessary tc instill in their troops a consciousness of 
the value of hasty defenses and of passive air defense 
measures in reducing casualty rates and conserving Srre- 
placeable ma,t.eriel. 

Hasty defenses in the North Korean Army apparently 
follow. the univerSa1 pattern with particular emphasis on 
the extensive employment of land ‘mines. According to 
captured documents, North Korean military doctrine teaches 
that artificial obstacles ‘and mine fields must tie in 
close.ly with natural obstacles and barriers and must pro- 
tect in particular the main line of resistance and inter- 
vening areas between strong-points, antitank and, antiair- 
craft weapons and assembly areas for tank and reserve 
forces, The closely-knit, system of natural and artjfic5al 
obstacles protecting defensive, positinns of the enemy .is 
reportedly designed to channelize hostile armored thrusts 
a.nd infantry assaults jnfo previously-registered concen- 
tra tfons of antitank weapons and artillery. Reports in- 
dicate that the senior commander himself is respons%ble 
for the construction of engineer obstacles and (mine fields. 

Permanent defenses were ostensibly not encountered 
until the tide of war began to turn agajnst the North Ko- 
rean invader in the. fall of 1950. In fear of potential 
landings by UN Forces, the communist government in P*YdNG- 
YANG allegedly cornmlssioned a Defense Installation Bureau 
with the misslon of erecting permanent and semi-permanent 
defenses against the imminent United Nations! counter- 
pffensive. The bureau employed nnly a comparatively small 
number of North Korean technicians under the command of 
a senior colonel, according to an officer who was assigned 
to this organization, and accomplished its mission by con- 
scripting between lO+OOO and 15,000 ROK oivilians as com- 
mon laborers. In organizing their permanent defenses, the 
North Koreans have displayed an appreciation of the tacti- 
cal importance of controlling dominating terrain features; ’ 
cansequently, pillboxep, trenches and gun .emplacements are 
as a.rule constructed near military crests so that fire 
from these positions sweep and control the valleys and 
roads below, whjch may be addftionalky secured by road 
blocks, mine fields and other obstacles. Although some 
reports mention pillboxes o most permanent f IringYposit ions 
constructed by the North Korean Army appear to have been 
of the earth-and-timber type, According to enemy prison- 
ers, such pillboxes measure approximately 16 ft in length, 
13 ft in width and ‘extend about 3 ft above the ground; 
each pillbox reportedly has two 30-fnch by 12-inch apertures. 
The average 200-yd distance between pillboxes, which are 
said to be usually deployed on a straight or slightly cur- 

, ved line providing little security in depth, fs alleged- 
ly connected by a communication trench. North Korean sbel- 
ter trenahea, according to PW interrogation reports, are 

t 
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approximately 36 ft wide and 4 or 5 ft deep; firing ’ 
points are dug at suitable intervals, usually where the 
trench changes direction. Air raid shelters of unknown 
depth with a 4- or 5-ft thick roof constructed of layers 
of logs, gravel and earth are allegedly found at jntervals 
along shelter trenches. 

Semi-permanent defensive positions of a rather charac.- 
terist‘ic nature have been reported.on the shore of WCNSAN 
(39”10tN-127o26’E) Bay to the north of the city. (See 
Sketch No. 3) The positions, designed to protect the 
shallow beaches In that area from Allied landings, were 
purportedly manned by the 1st Battalinn.of the 563d North 
Korean Army Unit. A captured member of this unlit relates 
that the battalion prepared defenses on the forward 
slopes’of three 200-ft high hills situated approximately 
S$ miles inland from the bay shore. The battalion com- 

. mand post was established on the right flank of the posi- 
tion behjnd the 1st Company strong-point, and the bat- 
talion forward ammunition dump was set up on a fourth 
small hill between the posltions of the 2d and 3d Com- 
panics. As a security line for the battalion positions, 
and perhaps as a tank obstacle, the bsttallon dug a 7-&- 
mile long trench between the hills and the bay, a little 
more than 300 yd from shore, and laid a mine field in 
front of the trench, The efficacy of these preparations 
remains unknown, of course, since Tb.‘ONSAN fell to an at- 
tack by land and not to+an amphibious assault as hsd been 
anticipated. 

North Korean combat in a permanently fortified zone 
apparently conforms to universally adopted tactics. Ac- 
cording tb captured enemy documents, hostile assault, 
teams ‘attempting to neutralize North Korean pillboxes 
become the primary targets of all supporting weapons. 
If such teams by-pass to the rear of permanent emplace- 
ments, the emplaced weapons are moved out into the open 
and continue to fire from open positions, Should a pill- 
box be neutralized, tho’defensive system ?s reorganized 
and the senior commander is informed promptly. As soon 
as feasible, counter-neutralization teams are then sent 
out to recapture the lost position. (18) 
4. &PLOYmNT OF HEAVY MACHINE GUNS IN THE DEFENSE 

It is normal practice in the North Korean Army, Pi 
reports Indicate, to employ the battalion heavy mschine- 
gun company under decentralized control by attaching one 
platoon to each rifle company assigned to the defense of 
an area on.the .ma5n line of resistance; but one platoon 
of heavy machine guns generally remains w.ith the bat- 
talion command post to fire security and antiaircraft 
ml ssions o Under certain condltlans, however, when ter- 
rain features or obstacles tend to channelize hostile 
attacks, the entire company, under centralized fire con- 
trol, may allegedly be attached to the rffle company ex-, 
posed to the main effort of the attacking forces. t 

Enemy commanders reportedly prefer to.emplace their ’ 
heavy machine guns near’the’flank to permit oblique fire 

(1.8) W&5", 1369, 1663, 1667, 1754, 1803, 1837, 1951, 
I' ENEMY DOC #200117, 200494. . 
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along the. front and adequate fire coverage of obstacles; 
but, according to captured documents, the guns must be 
far enough behind the infantry positions to avoid simul- 
taneous annihilatfon. Primary and alternate firing 
positions are allegedly interconnected by a trench. When 
necessary, interrogation reports reveal, several security 
troops armed with rifles or submachine guns may be at- 
tached to each heavy machine gun emplaced away from the 
main body. .~ 

Like other supporting weapons, machine guns report- 
edly fire from alternate positions to cover the security 
outposts and shift to primary positions when the security 
line falls back on the main line of resistance. Accord- 
ing to available reports, all guns are controlled cen- 
trally by the platoon leader, who from his observation 
post determfnes numerical target designations and the 
azimuth and range; in this manner, all guns of the platoon 

’ fire first at one target and, upon its annihilation, shift 
in unison to another. (19) 

5, EMPLOYMENT OF MORTARS TN THE DEFENSE 

Under normal circumstances mortar fir’ing positions 
are allegedly established at the base of a reverse slope. 
PsW stxtte that the mortar base plate Is usually dug in 
from 12. to 15 ‘inches; but no adequate security from 
counterbattery fire or aircraft is apparently provided 
for the crew or ammunition. A part of each mortar’s basic 
load is stacked up a few feet to the regir of the mortar 
position, it is reported, while the remainder of .the etm- 
munition load stays on the ammunition trucks, which, de- 
pending on the terrain, are dispersed some 200 yd to the 
rear under trees or some other cover providing natural 
concealment. In addition, the trucks are repurtedly cov- 
ered with camouflage nets intertwined with grass or fresh 
branches, In fact, no mortar position was ever occupied, 
one PW relates, 
c ealment . 

that did not provide nearby natural’con- 
In a company, mortars are nor;irally deployed on 

a straight or slightly curved front covering 3 distance 
of about 65 ydrd, PsW reveal, and are not staggered in 
depth to any appreciable degree. In order- .to .furnish 
effective fire support to the security outposts, mortars 
may be employed forward of the main line, it is reported, 
but fall back on their basic positions’simultaneously with 
the withdrawal of the secur%ty outposts to the main line . 
of resistance. 

The mortar fire plan’is purportedly drawn’ up by the 
regimental artillery commander and is integrated into 
that of the supporting artillery. ‘Although North Korean 
tactfcal doctrine emphatically favors centralized control 
of mortars in deference to Soviet tadtical precepts, 
available evidence from the Korean War seems to indicate 
that decentralized fire by mortar companies was more rride- 
spread. 

In addition to firing normal antipersonnel, counter- 
battery and harassing missions, mortars in the North Korean 

(l-9) TIS 203,’ 500; ENEMY DOC #200117. 
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Army allegedly have the primary mission in combat of at- 
tacking and separating hostile tanks and infantry of en- 
gaging attacking infantry at extreme ranges in order to 
force early deployment and delays, of registering on 
assembly and reserve areas, and of engaging and contain- 
ing penetrations through the main line of resistance 

After receiving counterbattery fire, North Korean moitars 
reportedly displace laterally to alternate positions over 
a distance of approximately 450 yd; enemy mortar crews 
affirm that such displacement is always lateral and never 
in depth. The North Koreans have displayed a reluctance 
to fire mortars during daylight hours because of the con- 
stant danger of Allied air attacks; during daytime heavy 
weapons are consequently concealed in the rear and’are 
moved up only after dark for their nightly firing mis- 
sions, One PW claims that mortars in the North Korean 
Army generally do not attempt massed fire. 
occasion, 

Only on one 
he states, when his unit was called on to sup- 

port his division’s crossing of the NAKTONG River, did 
the rate of fire exceed one round per minute* at that 
time his mortar crew allegedly expended 120 :ounds of am- 
munition in one hour. Enemy mortars reportedly continue 
their supporting fire as long as they do not endanger 
their own troops. 

The same prisoner describes the North Korean method 
of adjusting mortar fire as follows: 
direction are obtained by compass. 

r81nitial’ data for 

mated I 
The range is esti- 

The direction of fire is telephoned to the mor- 
tar positions as a base azimuth. Range is converted to 
elevation setting by a firing chart kept by the company 
command er . . , who is the only one to carry such a chart. 
The commander adjusts fire and gives commands based on 
calculations made with the mil-relation formula. This 
adjustment is made with the base piece, i.e. the piece 
located on the left flank of the mortar position, All 
pieces follow commands and are brought in on fire for 
effect.” (20) 

6. ARTILLERY IN TiE DEFENSE 

In the defense, North Korean artillery allegedly 
the mission of harassing an6 inflicting casualties on 

has 

hostile reserves in assembly areas and of delaying dis- 
persing and neutralizing infantry and tank assault: 
Purely interdictory missions are not fired, PsW claim. 

Once a hostile assault on North Korean defensive 
positions has been averted, it reportedly becomes the 
primary mission of artillery to support the ensuing 
counterattack. In preparation for a counterattack, enemy 
prisoners indicate that massed fire of artillery units 
not to exceed battalion size is employed, luring which 
all guns concentrate on previously zeroed-in targets 
specified in the artillery fire plan. 
usually lasts for 30 minutes, 

Such a barrage 
but is lifted when the in- 

fantry approaches to within 250 yd of the barrage line. 
While captured documents reveal that the North Korean 

(20) TIS 1093, 1595; ENEMY DOC #200117. 
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fire control system envisages masse+ fire of the entire 
division ar tillPry, PsW allege that by virtue of the in- 

adequacy of communications in the North Korean Army 
massed fire was never employed on larger than battalion 
scale and that the normal firing unit is the artillery 
battery. As an example of the limitations imposed on 
artillery units in the field by impaired and insufficient 
signal communications ) the captured Artillery Commander 
of the 13th North Korean Division relates that, although 
the artillery regiment was committed originally with its 
full complement of signal equipment (namely three radios 
per battery and four per battalion headquarters), lack 
of maintenance and operation by ill-trained replacements 
wreaked such havoc with it that by the time of his cap- 
ture on 22 August 1950 only four operable radios remained 
in the entire regiment. These were used in the fire con- 
trol net as an alternate means of communications to wire, 
a critical shortage of which also existed $0 critical 
in fact, was the.supply of all types of signal equipmen; 
as evidenced by available reports, that contact with sup: 
ported rifle units had to be maintained by liaison offi- 
cers who relayed firing instructions to the artillery via 
messengers B Prisoners indLcate that even at the begin- 
ning of the war certain shortages existed,notably in . 
wireless equipment, and that by the middle of August the 
situation deteriorated to such a degree that the inade- 
quacy of signal equipment and of logistical support in 
general could be characterized as the two most serious 
intrinsic limiting factors of North Korean combat opera- 
tions, defensLve as well as offensive. 

Artillery pieces in the North Korean Army are usually 
emplaced under the cover of darkness or during periods Df 
low visibility. 
PsW claim, 

,It is normal to deploy guns by batteries, 
either in a straight or slightly curved line 

with intervals of aperoximately 25 yd between pieces. At 
times, however, flat “W” formations have also been em- 

‘ployed, an artillery officer contends e In defensive si- 
tuations 
the 

gun pits 3 to 4 ft deep are allegedly dug with 
earth banked to the front. In order to permi.t com- 

plete concealment of gun, crew and ammunition, covered 
shelters are constructed on either side of the main em- 
placement when time permits. The shelter on the right of 
the main emplacement reportedly conceals the gun itself, 
whereas the crew and ammunition find shelter in the one 
to the left, These shelters take the shape of sloping 
pits, 6 to 7 ft in depth, covered with branches and camou- 
flage material, It is said to be standard practice with 
enemy artillery units to displace pieces at least once 
every day to alternate positions which are allegedly re- 
connoitered in advance but not prepared prior to occupa- 
tion. In spite of repeated insi-stence by corps artillery 
sections that dummy firing positions be constructed to 
mislea* United Nations aircraft and reconnaissance pa- 
trols, prisoners assert that even after the tactical si- 
tuation became stabilized in August of last year North 
Korean artillery commanders i-n the field found ii imn- 
practicable to comply with these regulations. 

PsW contend that no special infantry, antitank or tank 
detachments are normally assie;nd as security to artillery 
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units’, since the crews themselves are responsible for the 
safety of their pieties. Personnel of gun batteries are 
armed for this purpose with ordinary infantry small arms; 
in addition, 122mm gun batteries are allegedly equipped 
with four antitank rifles. 

Base maps used by the North Korean Army for fire con- 
trol purposes purportedly have a scale of 1:50,000. Ob- 
servation posts, base points p prominent landmarks and lo- 
cated targets are plotted on a firing chart (1:?5,000) on 
rihich a l,OOO-meter grid has been superimposed. The 
enemy’s method of adjusting artillery fire is described 
%c follows by the former hrtillery Commander of the 13th 
North Korean Division: 
piece, shots 

“Fire is adiusted with a single 
being keot on the observer-target line, and 

the rest of the battery is brought in when the adjustment 
is correct within 100 meter?. The target is bracketed 
for both range and deflection, A “creeping” method of 
adjustment is used, 
North Korean troops e 

when the target lies close to the 
The same technique of adjustment is 

used for both precision and area fire. With a fixed ob- 
ject, it is 
get. 

customary to adjust fire directly on the tar- 
It is standard practice to zet an approximate ad- 

justment on dug-in enemy troops, then shift to a neerby 
empty area 9 and then after two or three minutes shift 
directly back to the target. In the case of a moving 
target, fire is often ad,justed on some point along the 
anticipated line of mar:h ahead of the target; fire is 
then registered on that point, when the target has 
rea ched it D II 

The North Korean Army reportedly employs only two 
types of ammunition, high explosive and antitank: smoke 
shells were not used and allegedly were not available for 
use. All shells are fitted with contact fuses allowing 
for instanteneous or delayed action. 
76mm the charge is fixed 9 

For calibers up to 
North Korean artillerymen re- 

port; but ammunition for the 122mm howitzer and larger 
guns is semi-fixed and fire with up to five powder in- 
crements is possible. (21) 

7. ANTIMECPANIZED DEFENSE 

According to BsW, antimechsni7ed defense in the North 
Korean Army is a corllbined function of artillery, antitank 
weapons, and of organic combat engineer detachments. 
Their reports reflect that in offensive as well as in de- 
fensive combat rifle regiments form antitank teams that 
are normally comprised of elements from the divisional 
antitank battalion, combat engineer teams (ranging from 
platoon size to a full company), and a varying number of 
other troops. These antitank teams are purportedly de- 
ployed well to the rear of the main formation as a mobile 
antitank defense force charged with the mission of attack- 
ing and neutralizing hostile tanks that penetrate through 
the defensive perimeter and safeguarding, in particular, 
the flanks and rear of the defensive position. Regarding 
the formation of such antitank teams, the Commanding 

(21) TIE 771, 1607? 1760; ENEMY DOC #200117. 
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General of. the 6th North Korean Division issued the fol- 
lowing-combat order to his subordinate commanders: “In 
future combat organiTati.ons, use the engineer platoon 
of the regiment as the nucleus of the combat unit which 
is a.ppropriately made up of troops assigned to draw 
enemy fire and equipped with antitank grenades 
guns 7 

an+ itank 
and antitank mines.. Then attack enemy t&ks with 

infantry support. to sever the enemy from their tanks 
The model. example of this tactic was displayed by thl 
1st Battalion of the Z5th Re.gi.ment which is now fully 
confident of destroying enemy tanks.” 

Obstacles and land mines are also. widely employed in 
the defense against hostile tanks, reports allege Chan- 
nelization of tank-supported a.ttacks into pre-registered 
fire concentrations by means of mine fields and obstacles 
established in otherwise penetrable territory is apparently 
a fundamental principle of North Korean defensive’ opera- 
tions and is designed to assure economy’in the employment 
of anti tank weapons. Furthermore, obstacles, by slowing 
down or stopping tanks, make them far better targets for 
antitank guns and rifles. Captured documents disclose 
that if mines are laid for antitank purposes the density 
is usually one or two mines to 1 meter of fr&t To 
blockade-a road completely, however, at Least three aines 
are buried to every meter of front and the spacing be- 
tween mines is 2 meters with a minimum depth of six rows. 
Natural barriers to the movement of vehicles are report- 
edly employed to the widest possible decree and are in- 
tegrated into the system of antitank obitacles and mine 
fields. For reasons of security, the enemy purportedly 
locat.cs his command posts, important communication cen- 
ters, and artillery in terrain not easily accessible to 
tanks 0 . - 

Antitank rifles with a caliber of 14,5mm and 45mm 
antitank guns appear to br; the basic weapons of the North 
Korean Army for antimechanized defense: but their useful- 
ness ,is limited, since the comparative’ineffectiveness of 
their fire against the heavy armor of modern tanks 
them all but obsolete, The 14.S.mm PTRP-41 antitank 

mkes 

rifle, for instance, is said to be effective only up to 
distances of approximately 500 yd and can inflict damage 
on modern heavily-armored tanks only by direct fire at 
apertures and treads 0 Consequently, these rifles osten- 
sibly find more employment at present against infantry 
concentrations 9 machine. gun emplacements p. and similar 
targets than as antitank weapons. PsW report that it is 
common practice to distribute the antitank rifle company 
of the divisional antitank battalion by attaching one 
platoon to each rifle regiment and to retain the fourth 
platoon as part of the general antitank reserve of the 
division. 

Similarly, the 4Cimm antitank gun has been superceded 
by more powerful weapons of recent.design. According to 

I the captured commander of an antitank company, the 4.5mm 
gun has a maximum range of 79500 yd. Fitted with a KTM-1 

I impact fuse,. the 45mm armor-piercing projectile can pur- 

r 
portedly penetrate up to 2 inches of armor plate at a 
distance of about 300 meters. Consequently,. beceuse of 



its limited effectiveness against armor and by virtue of 
its rapid rate of fire and its mobility, the gun is said 
to be employed frequently 9s a general support weapon 
firing all types of missions where flat-trajectory artil- 
lery is called for. Reports assert that when employed in 
its primary capacity as antitank weapon, the 45mm gun is 
as a rule emplaced in an open firing position behind tank 
obstacles and, along potential routes of hostile armored 
thrusts. A former company commander of a divisional 
antitank battalion describes the employment of the 45mm 
antitank gun as follows; “The primary mission of the 
antitank battalion, due to the maneuverability of its 
truck-towed guns,. is to exploit this mobility to the 
fullest and oppose any hostile armor breakthroughs any- 
where along the division sector. In the same sense it 
is used to reinforce the 45m3 antitank company of the 
rifle regiment whenever necessery. However in actual 
practice the battalion usually remains with’division and 
from time to time takes up positions on roads and other 
probable routes of approach of hostile mechanized forces. 
On a few occasions guns were brought up to the front 
lines to be used against enemy personnel.” 

Larger antitank guns with calibers of 57mm or even 
76mm have been reported in the North Korean Army but 
they do not seem to be sufficiently numerous to illo~~ 
general distribution. (22) 

8. ANTI AIRCRAFT DEFENSE 

All available evidence points to the fact that during 
the prewar training period of the North Korean Army only 
scant attention was paid to the inculcation of enemv 
troops with methods of passive and active air defen>e 
In support of this contention a directive issued on 36 
June 1950 by the Chief of Ftsff of the 4th North Korean 
Division may be cited: “There have been instances in 
which the antiaircraft units under the control of this 
division have fired on friendly aircraft and have thereby 
interfered with the Air Force’s objectives. It is hereby 
directed that commanders of all antiaircraft units will 
instruct their men on aircraft identification by silhou- 
ette and by engine sound. All antiaircraft units will 
be instructed in,air defense techniques.” 

Because of unremitting UN air attacks movement 
day beta me extremely haze rdous and combat 9 operations 

by 

were restricted almost exclusively to the hours of dark- 
ness. Antiaircraft measures9 both active and passive 
were speedily implemented. Observation posts for sir: 
craft spotters were allegedly set up on nearby points of 
vantage and air defense teams were organized from the di- 
visional antiaircraft unit and the antiaircraft machine 
gun platoons of subordinate units. PW reports indicate 
that at battalion level one platoon of the battalion ma- 
chine gun company was usually diverted to air defense 
But these organic antiaircraft weapons reportedly probed 
completely inadequate 9 particularly during daylight 

(22) TIT #200045, 210, 200117, 1190, 1420, 200124 1529, 1594, 200444. 1607* ENEMY DOC 
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operations, and th.e h,ea,vy 12.7mm antiaircraft machine gun 
was fetid ,to .b,e unequal to the task of downing modern 
aircraft. Yet, heavier calibers of antiaircraft weapons 
are reportedly not organic to North Korean combat units 
and were attached only under the most extraordinary c.fr- 
cumstances. Reports reveal that heavy ant‘iaircraft I 
artillery was employed almost exclusively in the defense 
of large military targets in the rear, such as major 
supply dumps and. rail ,heads,. 
communication &enters, 

higher headquarters, large 
: . and important. industrial targets. 

At. the f,ront,., however, no weapons of similar eff ec- 
tiveness’ were available and time,and again division com- 

* manders ‘apparently; ‘found themselves obliged ‘to d.Lvert a 
‘.major p’ortiog of .,their -infantry weapons to a.ir. defense 

missionsi In two reported instances North Korean com- 
manders ,d.irected that from 30 to 50 per cent of their 
ground arms be.emp’loyed against attaokbng‘tactical air- 
craft; ‘one ,of these instances 1s. evidenced by the follow- 
,ing field .order issued by the Cbmmander of. the 25th Rifle 
Regiment preparatory to crossing the SNAKTONG Rjvg~; 

. “Antiaircraft defense will be ‘provided by.. the re$lmental 
antiaircraft unit supplemented by one heavy machine gun 
sectton from each battalion. When enemy planes’ appear, 

. 50 per cent of the infantry weapons, wi.11, be d$vert,ed to 
air defense.l’ The,,fact that during a river crossing 
ag&Ynst deliberately constructed defenses. the regimental 

.’ commander .felt justified in diverting half of ,hls in- 
fantsy’weapons from their .primary mission can be’ re-’ 
garded as evidence of the importance attached. to. adequate 
,prbtection from the.c UN’ tactxcal air. arm,. even allowing 

.for the fact that .rlver cro’ssing operations’ and br,idge- 
. 5. ‘heads are particularILy vulnerable to aerial,,a,tta+. I. , ‘. 

In another. .&Uecti$k, the Commanding &‘e&ral ok’ the 
F 6th Division.addressed the following ,combat,.c&der’%o all 

divisional units; “In future engagementx ..rTd yodcselves 
of the thought that you cannot fight during the.day due 
to enemy air action. In areas where troops are deployed 
you must thoroughl,y.7 construct air defenses and &a;;tnfe;ag e 

. . _ and also assign ,daily air ‘and ground observers. 
strict control of commander%, each, unit must b.e properly 
camouflaged so as .,to be ready for combat at all’?inies, 

: In’case a certa,in.target is located by eneply planes, all 
grbund weapons mus,t ‘concentrate fire on low$l.ying air- 
craft in .any given command ‘to-prevent such, plane:. from 
bombing at .will;‘.‘. , ..L _I . ~. . ‘ 

As these ie&tb.indfcate, the 
employing every’@aLl&ble weapon 

“’ became very adept at various and 
air ,def ense, notably camoufJage. 
that all military installations in forward areas and in 
the enemy’s rear echelon are mcticukously concealed from 

‘air observation either by means of camouflage nets and 
other prepared,‘materials or through, impro-vi?e@ techniques. 
The normal method. of concealment reportedly~consists in 
covering the vehicle or weapon with fresh Wanches or 
grass which are changed every day or, as in’ the case of 
supply dumps and headquarters, by hidiiig the -target under 
bridges and i& tunnels. At times, too, the,.North Koreans 
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resort,ed to methods indicative of considerable ingenutty 
and ability, to improvise and adapt. customary technique! 
to .field conditions and special circumstances, Tanks 
made to appear like haystacks and guns or trucks hidden 
inside native huts may be cited as examples,, (23) 

9. y SPECIFIC TYPES OF DEFENSIVE ACTION 

A. Delaying Action in Successive Positions. 

While captured North Korean documents describe 
in detail a formula for delaying action in successive 
positions, little evidence is available to indicate that 
such action was undertaken on other than a limited scale. 
Certainly no such coordinated withdrawal took place dur- 
ing the flight of the beaten North Korean Forces during 
the ‘UN fall offensive. 
to two factors: 

This can probably be attributed 
‘the speed of the UN drive, and the fact 

that no training in this complicated maneuver had appa- 
rently been offered the North Korean Army. However ,. 
since. similar tactics are now being employed by the CCF 
and may be utilized by North Korean units in the future, 
the following documentary information is offered for 
what it may be worth. 

Characterized by holding action, counterattack and 
withdrawal on successive lines of defens.e, a delaying 
action (called mobile defense in the enemy’s terminology) 
is designed , according to North Korean tactical concepts, 
to allow an inferior force to trade space for time against 
a superior attacker, In its general execution‘this North 
Korean maneuver is not greatly different from comparable 
tactics of the United States Army; but in a typical man- 
ner, North Korean military doctrine, as evidenced by cap- 
tured documents, dogmatically elaborates in meticulous 
detail on mobile defense as on all tactical maneuvers, 
leaving little to the imagination and initiative of .the 
individual commander. 

In this type of action, each regiment allegedly 
occupies two lines of defense at the same time, but con- 
centrates the bulk of its strength on’the forward posi- 
tion. The enemy’s defensive doctrine specifies that tho 
distance separating the two positions must be such that 
having occupied one, an attacker must displace his artil- 
lery and mortars and regroup his forces before he can 
assault the rear position. Part of the artillery is re- 
portedly employed under decentralized control by attaching 
it to units in the forward position, while the remainder 
is concentrated’ in the rear and fires under the control 
of the senior commander. Strong reserve forces of up 
to one-third of the effective combat strength of the de- 
fending formation are purportedly concentrated well to 
the rear behind the second line of defense. Documents 
state that forward units open fire at extreme effective 
ranges to force the attacker to deploy and to make time- 
consuming preparations for’the a’ssault. But before the 

. 

(23) TIS 405, 831, 964; 18781 ENEMY DOC #?00038,, 
200045, 200117, 200188, 200494, 
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troops hold.ing ‘the forward line are pinned down by hos- 
tile fire; they reportedly withdraw to the, rear position 
under cover of fire from supporting weapons. Concur- 
rently with the ‘withdrawal to .t.he second line, sudden and 
determined counterattacks are generally executed accord- 
ing to captured enemy documents, to throw the attacker 
off balance and‘to. inflict casualties. If the forward 
elements. find it impossible to disengage, a determined 
counterattack directed primarily against the attacker’s 
flanli: may ,be’ launched on orders from the senior commander 
utilizing rooops from the rear position;.’ (24) 

i. : ‘Retrograde Movements > 

According to captured documents North Korean com- 
bat re&ulations expressly specify that i disengagement or 
withdrawal:may be executed only on orders from the senior 
commander. PN reports state that prior to a retrograde 
movement the route of withdrawal and an assembly area 
outsfde of the effective range of ‘hostile artillery are 
d es igna ted. Often a wfthdrawal is allegedly preceded by 
brief and piecemeal counterattacks aimed at throwing the 
attacker off balance. Night time and other per.iods of 
low visibility are said to be preferred for the execution 
of such a movement. 

If the circumstances are favorable, combat regulal, 
tions of the enemy provide that. entire units may be with- 
drawn simultaneously, leaving behind only a small covering 
force armed with automatic weapons and. reinforced by anti- 
tank weapons and mortars; for a battalion the normal cov- 
ering force is allegedly of about platoon strength. Under 
ordinary conditions, however, withdrawals are reportedly 
effected by “leap-frogging”; first to withdraw are the * 
heavy supporting weapons and the reserve force followed 
by the remarning defenders grouped into two echelons; 
The assistant commander and the commanders of supporting, 
weapons reportedly withdraw with the first echel.on in 
order to .organize a new, defense positson, whereas the ’ 
commander himself remains behind with the last echelon to 
direct the withdrawal. At times, too, tank forces are 
apparently employed ‘as a covering force and were so used 
in at least. drie reported instance. As security against. 
parallel pursuit, North Korean doctrine specifies that 
flank guards be organized (comprised of submachine gun 
troops and combat engineers equipped +th antitank wea- 
pons, heavy machine guns, and mortars) to cbntrol parall’el 
roads on either flanks of the main body. (25) , ’ 

C. Combat From Envelopment 

According to captured enemy documents, North Ko- 
rean military doctrine dictates that envelopment by. the 
enemy can and must be avoided at all cost. It is. there- 
fore considered that envelopment results from failure in ’ 
combat and blame for falling Vtrictim to an opponent’s 
flanking maneuver falls squarely on the shoulders of the . ’ 
unsuccessful commander. Mor.eover, the North Korean . 

,_ . . ,.. 
. 

( 24) ENEMY DOG #200117, 
. 

(25) TIS 995, 1212, 1410, 1611; ‘ENEMY DOC #200117. . 
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tactical code provides that the trapped commander is 
still responsible for the execution of his assigned mis- 
sion and may attempt a disengagement from encirclement 
only on orders from the senior commander, 

The North Korean Army, consequently, stresses 
measures designed to prevent encirclement. PsW state 
that the commander threatened by an envelopment conducts 
constant reconnaissance of threatened sectors, and at- 
tempts to launch quick and resolute counterattacks under 
concentrated fire from all weapons. This is reportedly 
accomplished by organizing reserves equipped with anti- 
tank weapons and assembling them in the most seriously 
threatened sector, and by preserving the mobility and 
maneuverability of his force under all circumstances. 
Combat regulations of the enemy specify that should the 
unit be surrounded notwithstanding these precautions, 
then the troops must be kept dispersed to escape the 
effects of hostile fire and at the same time the attacker 
must be denFed the opportunity to annihilate the unit 
piecemeal m Supporting weapons reportedly fire under 
centralized control with hostile armor as their primary 
targets. 

When a disengagement from encirclement is or- 
dered, aggressive reconnaissance is allegedly resorted 
to in order to determine the weakest link in the en- 
circling ring of hostile forces. Secrecy is considered 
paramount in the planning and execution of this maneuver; 
darkness is therefore preferred and preliminary feints 
are launched in all directions. To avoid exposure of 
the plan during its execution, close-combat weapons, 
notably bayonets and hand grenades, are reportedly em- 
ployed and the supporting artillery fires no preparatory’ 
barrage, unless the disengagement takes place during the 
day, in which case a short. but fierce barrage is laid 
down. North Korean military leaders apparently hold that 
the determinatfon with which the breakthrough is executed 
stands in direct relation to the number of casualties sus- 
ta ined. Tn deference to .this contention, enemy combat 
regblations provide that more- than half of the encircled 
force must be committed in the disengagement. At the 
same time a screening force is purportedly left behind 
to keep the opponent from tightening the envelopment. 
Responsibility for providing flank security is said to 
devolve upon the combat team effecting the breakthrough. 

Enemy prisoners disclose that when disengagement 
is clearly impossible and the encircled foe is faced with 
annihilation, the senior commander may order infiltration 
through the lines for the purpose’ of forming guerrilla 
detachments in the opponent’s rear. It is reported that 
North Korean guerrillas are centrally controlled and are 
assigned specific missions with the aim of disrupting 
communications and destroying rear area installations, 
As recent events have shown , guerrilla units may also 
figure prominently in supporting. an eventual counter- 
attack by sabotage and harassing of supply movements and 
communications and by obstructing the withdrawal of UN 
forces. (261 . 1 

(26) =;53, 2265, 2336, 2337; ENEMY DOC #200097, 
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‘3 D: Winter DefenSe 

ter; the 
In seledhing defensive positions during the win- 

North Korean Army allegedly str’ives to deprive 
UN troops of all possible cover and shelter. Ins talla- 
tions s.uitable for shelter that cannot be included in 
the defense perimeter are reportedly destroyed in order 
to break down the stamina and morale of UN troops by ex- 
tended exposure to cold and snow. On the other hand, to 
avoid comparable exhaustion of his own troops, the enemy 
is sa%d to organize his defenses in built-up areas pro- 
viding adequate shelter. He allegedly keeps the bulk of 
his troops under cover and mans his defenses only with 
lookouts and security outppsts,to guard against surprise 
attacks. 
holds 

North Korean military doctrine, consequently, 
that the inherent difficulties and hardships of 

combat in winter may be turned to the defender’s advan- 
’ tage. Enemy documents disclose that the North Korean 
‘invader instructs his troops to take full advantage of 
the defensive ppssibilities of combat in winter to in- 

. elude, for instance,9 the improvisation of ant’imechanized 
and antiperSonnel obstacles from snow and ice. 
obstacles, gun emplacements, 

Trenches, 
and other defensive instal- 

lations are reportedly camouflaged with snow as far as 
feasible; but since perfect camouflage in winter is next 
to impossible, dummy positions and false defenses are 
constructed whenever time permits, (27) 

E. Defense in Mountainous Terrain 

According to captured documents, the enemy’s de- 
fensive doctrine holds that the control by fire of all 
low ground from neighboring dominating terrain is of 
paramount importance in organizing defensive pos%tions in 
mountainous are,as 9 since it is the effective control of 
the valleys that decides the outcome of such a defense. 
The North Korean Army, consequently, constructs its 
strong-point’s near military crests from which their ob- 
served fire effectively sweeps and controls the low ground 
below. The roads and valleys themselves are allegedljr 
rendered impassable by roadblocks, antitank weapons, and 
machine guns. North Korean commanders reportedly attempt 
to create a fire trap in ,the draws through which UN troops 
must attack in order to inflict ‘casualties and make him 
more vulnerable to a decisive counterattack. As a matter 
of dogma, the enemy attempts to launch his codnterattack 
downhill to favorably .utili.ze the natural advantages ‘that 
this type of terrain offers. the defender. Captured’docu- 
ments state’that unit ,boundaries may under no circumstances 

‘coincide with .a road or draw, sjncc such terrain features 
must be controlled by fire under a unified dommand and 
should not be jeopardized by a division of vital functions. 
(28) 

F. Defense of a River Line. 

According to captured ‘documents, North Korean de- 
fensive depth along a river line is considerably’less 

.I*- . . . ,... 
(27) TIS 1790; ENEMY DOC #200117. 
(28) ENEMY DOC #200117, 
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than that of a normal defensive position, since the suc- 
cess or failure of a river defense hinges on the”ability 
to break up any attempted crossing in an early stage and 
to counterattack with speed any hostile elements that 
succeed in, reaching the opposite bank before they gain a 
firm foothold. Therefore unless the river bank is very 

I w1d.e or affords 1Sttle co$er the main line is reportedly 
established only a short distance from the river. In 
preparation of a holding action along a river line, the 

‘enemy allegedly assembles all crossing equipment on his 
side of the river or, 
stroys it. 

should that not be fcaslble, de- 
Reports indicate that in shallow places suit- 

able for fording underwater obstacles are improvised and 
mines la id. Potential assembly areas of the attacker 
and concentrations of river crossing equipment ar; 
brought under fire from all available supporting weapons 
prior to an assault and r$ver crossing sites are alleg- 
edly denied by interdictory fire. The North Koreans rc- 
portedly consider it of particular importance in’a suc- 
cessful river defense to prevent the attacker from re- 
connoitering the banks of the river; this is, therefore, 
one of the main missions of automatic weapons, which are 
emplaced so that their fire sweeps the entire opposite 
bank. It is furthermore reported that the establishment 
of bridgeheads must be stopped in an early stage and that, 
therefore, attacking elements that have succeeded in 
forcing the river must-be engaged immediately by speedy 
and determfned counterattacks launched at the lowest 
echelon. Coordi.nated counterattacks by regiment or divi- 
sion are allegedlg supported by reserves deployed near 
the front at concealed assembly areas that afford cov- 
ered approaches to the river bank. (29) 

G. Defense of Towns and Villages 

In conformance with Soviet tactical precepts 
stemming largely from the successful defense of STALIN- 
GRAD and LENINGRAD, the North Korean Army reportedly 
operates under the theory that the caliber of the de- 
fend ing troops , the fire-power of their weapons and the 
leadership of their commanders count for more in the de- 
fense of a city than do sheer numbers. By virtue of the 
natural advantage that a city lends to the defender 
conditioned by the facilFty rrith which a handful of’well- 
seasoned troops can ti.e up a numerically far superior 
enemy while major reserves concentrated well outside the 
city prepare for a counteroffensive at the decisive 
moment, the enemy apparently believes that the number of 
defending troops has little direct influence on the out- 
come of combat in inhabited areas, Consequently, North 
Korean military leaders reportedly use the minimum number 
of troops consistent with a successful defense while 
holding large reserves in readiness for a counterattack 
under the direction of the senior commander. 

Under normal circumstances, enemy documents show, 
a battalion i,s charged with the defense of a village or 
disxict of a town, a regiment with that of several vil- 
lages or of a small town, while the defense of a larger . . ,. 

(29) TIS 1595; ENEMY DOG ‘#200117. : 
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town or city is usually assigned to one or more divisions. 
In organizing the defense of a city, nlatoons and com- 
panies establish strong-points in larger buildings which 
they prepare for all-around defense. Such buildings are 
reportedly fireproofed and reinforced by sandbagging the 
walls , propping up ceilings, by covering floors with 
about 3 ft of sand, and by similar measures In order to 
provide clear fields of fire for automatic ieanons and 
flat trajectory artillery, small buildings that cannot be 
defended, shrubbery and other,obstructions.are torn down. 
Along all possible avenues of attack, the North Koreans 
Furportedly construct various types of obstacles iriclud- 
lng time bombs and collapsible walls and lay mine fields 
to impede and harass the attacker Since the. nature of 
city fighting demands that each b&lding be a self- ’ 
sufficient island of resistance 
food and ammunition are stored 

adequate supplies of 
in eaCh platoon and 

strong-point prior to the engagement, 
company 

Over and above the general reserve. under the con- 
trol of the senior commander each regiment reportedly 
organizes small, mobile rese&e units comnosed of rifle 
elements and reinforced by combat engineer teams 
tank weapons, 

anti- 
and independent guns; these are Co&n&tted 

against penetrations in the regimental defense sector and 
against hostile armor as mbblle antitank teams In city 
defense it is considered particularly importan; that sur- 
prise accompany counterattacks; concealed routes of ad- 
vance are, therefore,. prep&&d ?%m reSerW assembly 
areas and ‘strong-points ‘by blasting passageS through walls 
and fences separating the backyard of one building from 
that of the next or by making use of the cityfs sewage 
system, if one exists. In fact, the enemy’s military doc- 
trine teaches that sewers are particularly suitable as a 
concealed route of approach for counterattacks against 
the adversary’s deep flank or for establishing roadblocks 
and ambushes in his rear. By the same token,,in order to 
deny the .s’ewage system to the opponent as a route of ap- 
proach, all sewer covers in thesopponent’s rear, 
portedly blocked ahd,mined. e3?,‘, 

are re- 

’ .‘, ‘. . 

’ (30) ENEMY DOC #200117. 
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NORTH KOREAN 3D INFANTRY DIVISION z . 

1. ORGANIZATION AND TRAINING + 
Interrogation reports indicate that the 3d Infantry 

Division was activated at P'YONGYANG sometime in 1948; 
but PW information differs concerning the exact date of 
activation. Although the majostty of enemy prisoners 
claim the date to be October 1948, one source insists 
that the division was formed in February 1948 from the 
deactivated 3d Independent Infantry Brigade, and several 
other PsW, in giving the chronology of their military 
service, report that they were already assigned to com- 
ponent elements of the 3d Division during the summer of 
1948. It appears likely, therefore, that the activation 
process extended over a period of months-and that the 
division was not finally constituted until sometime in 
October of 1948, In it.s+organization the 3d Division 
seemingly parallels the structural pattern of the typical 
North Korean Infantry Division with the 7th? 8th and 
Rifle Regiments forming the combat nucleus In keeping 

9th 

with the standard triangular organization of enemy mili- 
tary formations. (See Chart No. 1) 

Interrogation reports show the bulk of the division's 
personnel strength to have been drawn from three main 
sources: the 3d Independent Infantry Brigade, the 2d 
North Korean Division (from which an entire regiment was 
transferred) and from personnel in North Korean Army 
training centers. This initial personnel complement 
ostensibly consisted of well trained and highly disci- 
plined troops who for the,most part were volunteers with 
at least sfx months of active military service. All of 
the personnel from the Jd Independent Infantry Brigade 
were reportedly transferred to the new 3d Infantry Di- 
vision, with the majority of the troops going to the 
9th Rifle Regfment which wad at that time being organ- 
ized in HAMHUNG (39°54'N-127032~E), During the same 
period the 7th Regiment, stationed in CH'ORWON (38O14'N- 
127°12'E), is purported to have received an influx of 
volunteers from military training camps in the Songjin 
(40°401N-129012'E) Area. In November 1948, the entire 
6th Regiment of the 2d North Korean Division was report- 
edly transferred from NANAM (41°42fN-129041rE) to WONSAN 
(39010tN-127026rE), where it was incorporated into the 
3d Division as the 8th Rifle Regiment. Fragmentary in- 
formation indicates furthermore that the divisional 
artillery was also organized at WONSAN and received its 
initial training there. (1) 

It 3s estimated that at the time of its activation 
the division received a total of about 6,000 experienced 
men, who were followed by a stream.,of fillers that con- 
tinued to arrive.until just prior to the invasion of the 
Republic of KOREA. These new troops were allegedly sub- 
jected to,a basic training course consisting of close 
order drill, manual of arms, calesthenics, military disci- 
pline and political lectures, with major emphasis placed 

w 

. . 
(1) ;;&855, 1467, 901, 1624, 1641, 1736, 1762, 1816, 
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on political indoctrination. 
officer, a senior lieutenant 

One regimental political 
states that since most of 

the men were, from the labor&g class the indoctrination 
process was very successful. ‘He add; that political 
education centers’around anti-American propaganda sup- 

-plemented by lectures on the merits of communism films 
showing the daily life of a Soviet worker 
educational movies and orientation sessior& 

cull&al and 

events. 
on current 

While the recruits went through their basic 
training cycle 9 some of the more experienced men alleg- 
edly engaged in squad and platoon problems and advanced 
weapons training. Upon completion of basic training 
some of the men assigned to technical and specialized 
units of the division were purportedly sent to technical 
schools of the North Korean Army for advanced technical 
courses. 
classes 

Several prisoners report that they attended 
on the self- ropelled gun at the armored training 

school in SADONG (39 021N-125048tE), 8 Another PW relates 
that he was among a group of 30 men who were sent to the 
Defense Ministry Signal School at P’YaNGYANG where they 
attended a course which included instruction’in basic. 
electricity, signal maintenance and code transmission 
After seven months training he was able to transmit a;d 
receive 1.8 words per minute in five-letter random codes 
After completing the course 
a junior lieutenant and ass 4. 

the source was commissioned 
gned as instructor to a new 

class of 34 students who were given a shortened course 
of radio communications training lasting only four 
months. Upon graduation the lieutenant and his’ men were 
allegedly transferred back to the 3d Division. ’ (2) 

Sometime during the early part of 1949 divisional 
headquarters is reported to have moved to ?AMHUNG, where 
the 9th Regiment was undergoing training. The division 
by that time was close to full strength and except for 
the incoming recruits most of the men had completed 
basic training. 

their 
Tactical exercises on squad, platoon. 

and company level, along with strems physical exer-, 
cises, were reportedly conducted in the mountainous ter- 
rain around HAMHUNG. Meanwhile the division experienced 
a periodic depletion, in manpower by virtue of the fact 
that it was repeatedly called on to furnish cadres for 
new units of the rapidly expanding Worth Korean Army and 
because of the need of sending men to various service 
schools and offfcers’.‘training courses, 
offset by the flow of conscripts 

This was 
arriving 

largely 

almost daily; 
in the division 

the largest group of these numbering about 
1,600 men, is reported to have been received in the early 
part of March 1949. (3) 

were 
In June 1949 those elements of the 3d Division that 

stationed at HAMHUNG were allegedly transferred to 
new locations in a move that was designed to make room 
for newly-organized units of the North Korean Army, Di- 
vision Headquarters is said to have moved to WONSAN 
where the artillery units and the 8th Infantry Regilhent 
were already stationed, while the 9th’Regiment moved 
ther south to the Kumhwa*(38°181N-127028’E) Area, 

far- 
placing 

(2) TIS 598, 1508, 1710, 1978. 
(3) TIS 779. ~f,$Q,jyJW 
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it close to the 7th Regiment located at CH’ORWON. Short- 
Zy after this move was accomplished the division is said 
to have begun advanced training with units spending most 
of their time in the field. During this period prisoners 
report frequent maneuvers of battalion-size units and 
state that stress was chiefly laid on camouflage, patrol- 
ling and how to maintain contact between units in the 
field by means of elaborate bugle calls, whistles, flares 
and hand signals, Soviet officers who had been seen oc- 
casionally during earlier training phases were now pres- 
ent at every important field problem, enemy prisoners re- 
late, and seemingly held final authority in all decisions. 
(4) 

By the latter part of 1949, the 3d Division, hardly 
a year old, was reportedly considered one of the best 
trained units in the North Korean Army. The division, 
while not fully equipped, was apparently better armed 
than most units,, notably with crew-served weapons which 
at that early stage in the development of the North Ko- 
rean Army were aimost non-existent in some organizations. 
Consequently, 3d Division troops had the advantage of 
training with their table of equipment weapons. 
and 9th Regiments, 

The 7th 
stationed close to the 38th Parallel, 

were apparently required to perform border patrol duty, 
for reports show that at various times during the early 
part of i950 separate battalions from these re@.ments 
were patrolling in the vicinity of HWACBON (38 06’N- 
127O42 ‘E) , CHICH t OR-NI (38OO2 tN-127040 ‘E) and SACH ‘ANG-NI 
(38°04’N-127032’E), During this period extensive field 
maneuvers were carried out and the influx of new per- 
sonnel was gradually bringing the division to full 
strength. One group of approximately 1,500 conscripts, 
who reported in March 1950, is believed to have been the 
last contingent of fillers to be assigned to the division 
prior to the invasion. These men were issued new rifles 
and were only allowed to fire four rounds of ammunition 
in the course of their basic training. Supplies and 
equipment were pouring in and most reports indicate that 
very few shortages existed at this time. ( 5) 

At the beginning of June 1950, division headquarters, 
the 8th Infantry Regiment and the divisional artillery 
are said to have made preparations to depart WONSADT in 
order to join the other two infantry regiments in the 
south . Division Headquarters, 
moved first, 

which is believed to have 

at KUMHWA. 
reportedly set up a temporary command post 

On or about 19 June 1950 the 9th Regiment 
reportedly moved out of the Kumhwa Area and marched to 
SACH’ANG-NI (38°04fN-127032rE), where-it took up field 
positions. 
said to have 

At roughly the same time the 7th Regiment is 
departed CH’ORWON and bivouacked in the 

vicinity of YONGP ‘YONG (38OOO CN-127O13 ‘E) , 3n about 
22 June 1950 the 8th Regiment with the remaining elements 
of the 3d Division departed WGWSAN by rail and reached 
CH’ORWON the next day. From there it proceeded toward 
the border to join Ohe rest of the division, Although 
the rank and file’ soldier of the North Korean Army was 
unaware of the plans to attack the Republic of KOREA, a 

(4) TIS 364, 844, 1624. 
( 5-j TIS 572, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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captured field.order from the Intelligence Department of 
the North Korean Army,General Staff9 dated 18 June 1950 
and addressed to Chief of Staff of the 3d bivision, 
definitely proves the familiarity of certain.higher- 
ranking officers with the invasion plans. This order 
furnished detailed information on ROK defensive positions 
and prescribed a reconnaissance plan which included the 
exact names of towns that the 3d Division later actually 
occupied on its way to SEOUL. After the entire division 
had assembled along the 38th Parallel in the Kumhwa - 
Ch! Drwon -'Yongp'yong triangle, ammunition and hand gre- 
nades were allegedly issued to the troops and last- 
minute preparations'for the impending invasion were made. 
On 24 June 1950 the 3d Division moved into jump-off po- 
sitions along ii&s assigned route of attack the Kumhwa - 
Seoul Highway, in accordance with carefull; prepared 
communist designs to extend their hegemony over all of 
KOREA. (6) 

2. COMBAT HISTORY (For Route and Ma 
Plates 1 and 2, following page 3 ) fi 

or Engagements, see 

At 0100 hours on 25 June 1950, the 3d Division, under 
the command of Major General LEE Yong Ho, was allegedly 
de loyed along a line running generally from YONCR'ON 
(1~006~N-1270C4~E) to SACH'ANG-NI with the 2d Division 
tb'its left and the 4th on its risht flank. The 7th 
Regiment occupied positions on thg right of the Kumhwa - 
Seoul Highway, interrogation reports reveal., with the 9th 
Regiment abreast of it on the left. The 8th Regiment was 
reportedly held in reserve positions along the same high- 
way, about one-half mile to the rear. A l$minute artil- 
lery barrage at 0500 hours reportedly signaled the begin- 
ning of the invasion. Spearheaded by attached tanks from 
the 105th Armored Division, leading elements .of the 7th 
*and 9th Infantry Regiments are reported to have crossed 
the line of departure at approximately 0515. In the face 
of only slight resistance from the surprised and hope- 
lessly outnumbered ROK defenders, the division was able 
to make rapid 'progress at first, but began to meet more 
determined resistance after reaching the outskirts of 
POCHON (37°541N-127013'E) at about 2300 hours. After a 
brief withdrawal,' the leading units consequently en- 
trenched a short distance outside town. Early next morn- 
ing the division entered the town‘without incident it is 
reported, since the ROK defenders effected a withdiawal 
during the night. Continuing the advance the North Ko- 
rean invaders approached UIJ3NGBU (37°44'N-127002'E), 
where they were met,by heavy artillery and small arms 
fire. The 9th Regiment in a flanking movement through 
the mountains allegedly attempted to by-pass .the town, 
but was held up by well-placed machine gun fire. I In the 
meantime the 7th.Regiment attacking UIJONGBU from the 
northeast along the main highway was engaged 3n a small- 
arms battle that lasted about an hour, After flushing 
out some small poc'kets of resistance, the 7th Regiment 
entered the town simultaneously with leading elements,of 
the 4th Division, 
Yonch'on 

which was driving south along the 
- Seoul road. Third Division prisoners report 

that many of the men, tired by long marches over r%ugh 

(6) TIS 480~; ENEMY DOC #200564. 
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terrain and through intermittent showers, were beginning c 
to fall out with swollen feet. During the advance 
through generally deserted villages the armored units 
attached to the division are reported to have been held 
up periodically by demolished and impassable bridges. 

ih 

Continuing the drive on SEOUL the 9th Regiment, which 
was heading the advance: was purportedly greeted with 
heavy machine gun fire at about 1900 hours on 27 June. 
Enemy troops give the ROK defenders credit for a fierce 
fight; but after holding their position all night, they 
were forced to withdraw the next morning.’ Fighting 
isolated rear guard actions, the ROK troops managed to 
delay the invader’s entry into their capitol until about 
1300 hours on 28 June. Upon entering SEOUL the soldiers 
of the 3d Division were greeted by an active fifth 
column that assisted them in rounding up remaining ROK 
troops, policemen and civil servants, The 3d Division 
reportedly occupied the eastern half of the tit and es- 
tablished its command post at Camp SOBINGGO (37 32’N- B 

127oOO’E), a former American dependent housing area, 
Late in the afternoon the division received its first air 
attack when two planes strafed and damaged a self- 
propelled gun and wounded several of the crew. An evalua- 
tion of pertinent reports reveals that the 3d Division in 
its drive ‘on the ROK capitol suffered approximately 400 
casualties, most of them in the 7th and 9th Regiments. 
(7) 

The division allegedly’spent the next day in SEOUL * 
resting and preparing for its next objective. Early in 
the morning of the 30th, the 8th Regiment crossed the HAN 
River in the vicinity of the Sobinggo Ferry by means of * 
wooden boats capable of’carrying a 2$-ton truck or from 
20 to 30 troops; the crossing was opposed by only scat- 
tered artillery and sm&ll arms fire. All attached tanks 
were left on the north bank of the river, it is reported, 
because all HAM River bridges had been destroyed, In the 
morning of 2 July.the last elements of the’division 
reached the other side of the river without serious mis- 
hap, thus bringing to a successful conclusion the first 
phase of the invasion. (8) 

On its way to SUWON (37°16rN-127001tE) the division, 
with the 8th Regiment in the lead, was engaged several 
times by isolated ROK units which succeeded in slowing 
its progress and inflicting minor casualties. Upon eh- 
tering SUWON on or about 5 July it was’discovered that 
the battered town had already been occupied by elements 
of the 4th Dfvision which were pre aring to continue the 
advance toward TAEJON (36°20rN-127 26%). After a short 8 
rest the 3d Division passed through the town and marched 
southward , still in the wake of the 4th Division. On 
the way the troops reportedly encountered several de- 
stroyed tanks and trucks as well as many dead ROK and US 
soldiers; this was the first indication for most of the 
men that the US had extended active military assistance 
to the ROK Army. Reports reveal that the division Y 
reached OSAN (37°10’N-1270041E) late in the evening and 
remained there until early the next morning, when it 

* 

(‘7) TIS 1 7, 32. 
. _ 

(8) TIS 48, 49. ~~~~~~~.~~,~~~~,~~~~ 
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resumed its advance. Approximately 4 miles south of OSAN 
the 9th Regiment allegedly swung southeast tov;ard ANSONG 
(37*00’N-l27o16’E), while the rest of the division fol- 
lowed the 4th Division toward P’YONGTAEK (37oOOrN- 
127°05’E). Although the 9th Regiment met only minor 
resistance from isolated ROK units, 9t was reportediy 
slowed down considerably by the movement through diffi- 
cult, mountainous terrain. Late in the afternoon the 
regiment reached a wide cangon situated a 
miles north of YANGSONG (37. 04’N-127°12’E 

proximately 18 

acked there for the night. 
P and bivou- 

Next morning the unit con- 
tinued its difficult route. through the mountains and 
finally entered ANSONG late in the evening of 7 July. 
Since units of the 2d Division were already dccupylng the 
town, the regiment marched on to the outskirts and dug 
for the night. ddeanwhi1.e the rest of the division con- 

in 

tinued south following behind the 4th Division. Prison- 
ers relate that the,marching column was subjected to sev- 
eral strafing and bombing attacks which forced the troops 
off the main road and destroyed much of the heavy equip- 
ment. After passing through P’YONGTAEK and SONGHWAN 
(36°54’N-1s70081E) without .engaging UN Forces the main 
body reached ,the northern out skirts of CHONAN’(36o48 ‘N- 
127°10’E) on *or about 9 July and found the 4th DivQion 
heavsly engaged, At this point the 9th Regfment, ,which 
had continued i’ts .diversionary route through IPCHANG 
(36°54fN-127014rE), allegedly linked ‘up again with ‘the 
res: of t-he 3d Division. Later in the day the 8th and 9th 
Regiments were reportedly committed on the left of the 
4th Division. 
were light, but 

Casualttes susta&ed in, this engagement 
the division was held up all day by in- 

tense, artillery fire. Early in the evening a concerted 
attack coupled with infiltratibo tactics succeeded in 
pierCjng UN defenses and by 2400 hours the town w’as oc- , 
cupPea. (9) . ’ 

The division was purportedly held up all the next 
Heavy artillery and. small-arms fire allegedly broke up 

day, 

repeated attacks so that by nightfall only slight’grogress 
had been made. After dark the divlsidn is said to have 
renewed the attack employing the same tactics that were 
so-successful the night before. Again.‘the defenders were 
forced to’withdraw and the division occupied the abandoned 
UN positions for’the bight. On the morning of 11 July, 
the 3d Division pushed its advance to within a few m$les 
of CHONUI (36°40fN-1270,12’E), where it was again met. by 
heavy artillery and mortar fire. When it finally entered 
the town after a four-hour battle, it was subjected to 
strafing and bombing attacks by UN aircraft, Fires were 
raging almost everywhere in the badly damaged town. 
7th Regiment, 

The 
which. c,onstituted the divisional reserve 

was ordered to by-pass C’HONUI because of all the debrii 
that.made movement through 9t difficult. After spending 
the night in‘ the out skfrts of town, the d.ivision, fight- 
ing’ only against small-scale. delaying actions, reached 
CHOCHIWON (36O36’ N-127°181E) the next day, where it was 
again held up. After a. fierce artillery bombardm.ent of 
UN positions by attached tanks and self-propelled guns, 
the troops forced their way ,into town and pursued-the re-. 
treating.UN forces to.th.e KUM River. Finding the, river 

(9) TIS 490, 779, 1464. 
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strongly defended, the 3d Division remained on.the north- 
ern bank and sent out reconnaissance patrols while making 
preparations for the crossing. On the morning of the 
14th, the division reportedly’attempted to cross the 
river at two places but was forced to withdraw, After 
fighting an intense artillery duel during most of the 
day, a second attempt tn,crnss was repelled in the after- 
noon. Interrogation reports indicate that preparations 
were made on the 15th for an all-out attack along the 
entrre river line; but repeated air strikes were hamper- 
ing the movement of heavy equipment and reportedly had 
instilled a deadly fear in the minds of most of the 
troops. Political officers, aware of the declining 
morale, appear to have intensified their propaganda’ ef- 
fort by assuring the troops that the war would soon be 
over and promised the men a long-needed rest after they 
captured TAEJON. They also stressed that although TAEJON 
would be ‘strongly defended, the ltdefeated” Americans 
would all surrender once the city had been taken. 
in the morning of 16 ‘July, 

Early 
the division reportedly crossed 

the KUM River in the *face of only scattered small-arms 
and mortar fire. Since the UN defenders had withdrawn to 
new positions before TAEJON during the night, the 3d Di- 
vision made rapid progress and most nf the units were 
across the rjver before noon. Fighting all the way, the 
djvision reached the northern outskirts of TAEJON by the 
afternoon of the 18th. In a coordinated action with the 
4th Division (attacking from the west), the 3d Divis’ion 
finally entered the cZty on or about 21 July 1950 after 
almost three days of heavy fightjng, Reports reveal that 
the 3d Division, which had not received any replacements 
since the outbreak of hostilities, had suffered approxi- , 
mately 3,000 casualties up to this time. (10) 

Y 

h 

After entering the city the division purportedly 
spent the rest nf the day reorganizing and restjng. On 
the afternoon of 22 July, the 7th Regiment was reportedly 
committed for the first time in an attadk along the high- 
way leading from TAEJON to KUMCH’ON (36°06’N-1280081E) 
with YONGDONG (36”lO*N-127046’E) as its objective. It 
met very little resistance, PsW state, and, after spend- 
in the night in the mountains en route, reached OKCHON 
(3%18’N-127°34tE) the following day After a shnrt rest 
the unit allegedly continued its advince to within a few 
miles of SIMCHON-WI (36o14’N-l27044’E), where it took up 
positions for the night. On the 24th, the 7th Reg-lment, 
still spearheading the 3d Division drive, reached the 
outskirts of YONGDONG, where It was held up for the rest 
of the day by heavy machine gun and artillery fire. ‘The 
regiment is reported to have infiltrated through the de- 
fenders’ positions under the cover of darkness, but be- 
came so widely dispersed that the next mornSng, after a 
fierce fight, it found itself in a very precarious posi- 
tion. The 9th Regiment,~ which had jofned in the attack 
that morning, made good progress but suffered heavy ’ LI 
casualties from artillery fire in the early stages of the 
battle. Toward noon the UN forces began to withdraw and p 
the divisidn occupied the city shortly thereafter, After 
clearing the city the divjsion took up positions alnng 

* 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(10) TIS 643, 759, 854. 
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The 3d Division Is said to have remained in the Xum- 
ch’on Area for two days resting and preparing for the 
next ,move. Here they received their first replacements, 
a group of 300 North Koreans with from two weeks to one 
month of training. These men reportedly had little fight- 
ing spirit since they had been subjected to almost daily 
air attacks on the way from SEOUL. After ‘leaving TAEJON 
the divisfon found it increasingly difficult to obtain 
supplies. Ammunition is reported to have been at a dan- 
gerously low level during several crucial. engagements and 
frequently no rations were issued for as l.ong as two days 
at a time. Most reports indicate that searching parties 
were selected to requisition rations locally in order to 
replenish almost non-existent food stocks. After moving 
into position in the vicinity of YONGMOK* on 5 August 
the division made last-minute preparations for the atlack 
on TAEGU (350521N-128036rE), However., during the .night 
of 6 August, the 3d Division was ordered into new posi- 
tlons farther to the south in the Songju (35o55’N-, 
128017~) Area , approximately 4 miles southwest of WAEG- 
WAN (36000fN-128024fE), in preparation for the assault 
across the NAKTONG River. At 0300 hours on 9 August the ’ 
7th Regiment began to cross the river at a point boasting 
a firm, sandy bottom with a depth of approximately 5,ft 
and a slow current. The troops allegedly waded across 
holding their weapons above their shoulders. Participants ’ 
In the operation relate that shortly after the leading 
elements of the regiment reached the east bank the whole 
area was illuminated by parachute flares. ‘A murderous 
machine gun and artillery barrage op4ned up inflicting 
heavy casualties on the troops still in the water _ Those 
who managed to reach the other side purportedly f*iught 
their way up a hill loca,ted approximately ‘l+ miles from 
the river. After the crest of the hill was secured, they 
dug in and began to reorganize, for units had lost contact 
and become disorganized in the darkness atid heavy fighting, 
and some men did not rejoin their organization until sev- 
eral hours after daylight. About half an hour after the 
7th Regiment had established a bridgehead, the 8th and 9th 
Regiments, located a slight distance south* are reported 

(11) TIS 500, 598, 661, 1508. ’ 
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to have attempted a simultaneous crossing. When they 
were in mid-stream the area was again illuminated and a 
stream of machine gun and artillery fire opened up and 
decimated their ranks. In order to escape the murderous 
bombardment, they allegedly were forced to withdraw to 
their original positions; the few men who managed to 
reach the eastern bank state that they were promptly 
taken prisoner,. In this action the two regiments are 
said to have hem reduced to about 500 men each and were 
so disorganized that it took them two full days to re- 
assemble and reorganize. (I-2) 

At daybreak the 7th Regiment, situated on’a hill 
overlooking the river, was reportedly busy preparing de- 
fensive positions when a terrific artillery barrage 
opened up. A light plane kept circling the area, ap- 
parently to direct the fire. Shortly afterwards,the 
troops also began to receive mortar fire. The fire pur- 
portedly continued intermittently for two days. During 
this time the regiment,mas effectively pinned down, for 
troops of this unit report that they did not dare to 
stir from their positions during the hours of daylight. 
At approximately 0200 hours on 11 August, the 7th Regi- 
ment, with its ammunition exhausted and its meager food 
supplies almost used up, was finally forced to withdraw 
across the NAKTONG. When the unit reassembled on the 
west bank of the river, it developed that only about 300 
men were left out of the entire regiment and some com- 
panies are reported to have been completely wiped out. 
On or about 12 August the 7th Regiment allegedly rejoined 
the rest of the division, which had withdrawn to the Yong- 
mok Area after the 8th and 9th Regiments’ disastrous at- 
tempt to cross the NAKTONG River. 

As a consequence of its heavy losses the 3d Division 
was placed in reserve and given approximately 1,500 re- 
placements who had allegedly received only a few days’ 
training. The division remained in this location reor- 
ganizing its badly depleted units until 28 August, when 
it moved to the Poksong-Dong (36°02’N-128022fE) Area and 
deployed along the west bank of the NAKTONG. Prisoners 
contend that the division remained in this location until 
12 September and received an additional 3,000 replace- 
ments, which brought its strength up to approximately 
7,000 men. Due to the general shortage of weapons many 
of the new men were armed only with grenades and in- 
structed to pick up any weapons they were able to find 
on the battlefield. On 12 September the division again 
forded the NAKTONG River, this time without opposition, 
and marched to WAEGWAN, where It arrived about noon on 
13 September. While passing through the city the troops 
were reportedly subjected to a heavy strafing and bombing 
attack. After following the Waegwan - Tacgu Highway in 
a southeastern direction for a distance of about 4 miles, 
the division purportedly marched through the mountains 
and took up defensive positions just north of the main 
road. Jumping off from these positions.on about 14 Sep- 
tember, the 3d Division reportedly joined in the general 
all-out assault on TAEGU and was constantly engaged with 

Y 

. 

(12) TIS 444, 574, 1624. 
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UN forces until 20 September. During this period the 
tinual air and artillary’attacks 

cpn- 

heavy casualties. 
are alleged to have caused 

Since most of the soldiers in the di- 
vision.aere recent replacements with v-ry little taste 
battle, numerous reports indicate that after reading TJN 

for 

surrender leaflets many decided that the’jr cause T:as hope- 
less and surrendered at the first opportunity. 
about 20 September, 

On or 
after being exposed to renewed pres- 

sure all along the front, the division was reportedly 
ordered to withdraw to SANGJU (360241N-128010fE). .Frag- 
mentary information indicates that the divisional strnpth 
was approximately 5,000 men at this time. During its with- 
drawal toward WAEGVvAN the 3d Division ostensibIy received 
a terrific pounding from strafing and bombing UN aircraft 
for reports mention that entire units were seized by blini 
Panic and retreated in confusion. Reports furthermore 
contend that when the remaining units of the division with- 
drew across the NAKTONG River just north of VIAEGWAN, they 
sustained tremendous casualties and were practically an- 
nihilated. According to fragmentary reports, division 
headquarters and other elements nf the 3d Division, total- 
ing approximately 1,800 men, succeeded in reaching SANGJU. 
where they were ordered to retreat north. After ssparat- - 
ing into small groups, they began to arrive in P’YONGYANG 
on about 1 October, During its two-week stay in the North 
Korean capital, the division is reported to have swelled 
its ranks to a total strength of about 1,500 troops by 
the integration of recent conscripts inducted during Scp- 
tember and October. In the face of the impending capture 
of P’YONGYANG by the victorious UN forces the 3d Divi- 
sion was reportedly ordered on about 15 OGtober to resume 
its withdrawal to a reassembly and reorganization area in 
the north, leaving behind only a small covering force. 
From this point on the history of the 3d Division becomes 
obscured in contradictory reports and cannot be traced 
with any degree of certainty until the reconstituted 
division was again committed in the Seoul Area during the 
recent Chinese Communist offensive. Two PsV’ indicate 
that the badly mauled division retreated to the northern 
redoubt of the North Korean Army in the Kanggye (40058’ 
N-126°36tE) Area, where it was reorganized and engaged 
in some minor actions with advance UN spearheads. Ac- 
cording to another source, however, one rerimsnt of the 
3d Division the 7th, undervznt rcorganizatfon at ITON 
(400201N-128036fE) during November and proceeded to the 
Hungnan (39054JN-127032fE) Area on about 18 December to 
participate in the enemy’s final assaults against the UN 
10th Corps perimeter. 
ports, 

In direct conflict with these re- 
a North Korean guerrilla and intelligence agent of 

doubtful reliability insists that the 3d Division to which 
his unit became attached crossed into MANCHURIA and re- 
assenbled at an unknown location approximately 25 miles 
north of the YALU River, where it was subjected to a brief 
training cycle together with 20,000 other North Korean 
troops. The PW believes that the troops training and * 
being reorganized in this area comprised the 2d North Ko- 
rean Corps. According to this same account, the 3d Divi- 
sion recrossed the YALU River on 24 December at SINUIJU 
(40°06’N-124024rE) and, after passing through F’YONGYANG, 
reached KAESONG (37°58fN-126026fE) on 29 December. From 
this town the division presumably headed east and then 
swung south, for subsequent reports indicate that it 



engaged ROK troops near UIJONGBU on about 2 January 3.951. 
The following day, when the didision arrlvod in 5EOUL 
it was allegedly attached to an unidentified CCT Unit to 
spearhead the renewed Chjnese offensive. The iast avail- 
able iriformtion, dating from 5 January 1951, indicates 
that the division tr;as activery engaged in the Suwon Area. 
(13) 

(13, TIS 1191, ‘1412, 2379, 2988, 303’9, 30?4, 3193. 
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PLATE 1 

ROUTE AND MAJOR ENGAGEImNTS OF NORTH KOREAN 
3D INFANTRY DIVISION 

PERIOD OCTOBER 1948 - 20 SEPTEMBER 1950 

LOCALE 
NO. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

PAGE 
NO, 

26 

26 

26 

26 

27 

29 

29 

30 

30 

31 

31 

32 

32 

LOCALE 

P'YONGYANG 
(39001'N-125°44'E) 

HAMHUNG 
(39°54'N-S27032'E) 

WONSAN 
(39010'N-l27~26'E) 

CM'ORWON 
(38O14'N-127O32'E) 

KTJMHWA 
(38018~~-127~28'E) 

YONCH'ON Area 
(38°06'N-127004'~) 

UIJONGBU 
(37°44'N-127002'E) 

SEOUL 
(37°34'N-127000'E) 

SUWON 
(37°16'N-127001rE) 

ANSONG 
(37°00'N-127016'E~ 

CRONAN 
(36°48'N-127010'E) 

KU%! River 

TAEJON 
(36°20'N-127026'E) 

RE @RKS 

Seat of 3d Div Hq from 
Ott 48 to the early part 
of 1949 

Training area of the 9th 
Regt from Ott 48 to Jun 
49 and location of 3d 
",FJE; zfom early 1949 

Training area of the 8th 
Regt and division artil- 
lery from Ott 48 to Jun 
50 and location of 3d 
Div Hq from Sun 49 to 
Sun 50 

Training area of the 7th 
Regt from Ott 1948 to 
outbreak of war 

Location of the 9th Regt 
from Jun 49 to outbreak 
of war and temporary 
location of 3d Div Hq in 
Jun 50 

Location of the division 
,;i;;nt;othe invasion of 

Link-up with 4th Div 

Entered SEOUL 28 Jun 

Entered SUWON 5 Jul 

Captured on 7 Jul 
flanking movement 
Regt 

First large-scale 
gagement on 9 Ju1 

;go;;l;ng effected 

E;t;KL; for TAEJON 

pvJ ,‘\-JC-j -r 
1 ~I . L 

by 
of 9th 

en- 

on 

18 to 



LOCALE PAGE 
a* 1 NO. hio. 

18 

19 

20 

21 

.* 

32 

33 

33 

33 

34 

34 

34 

35 

LOCALE REMARKS 

YONGDONG Battle for YONGDONG 
(360101~-127~46fE) 24 to 26 Jul 

MUJ-TJ 7th Regt's flanking move- 
(36Ooo 'N-127'40"E) ment aimed at KUMCH'ON 

KUMCH'ON 
(36006f~-128~08f~) 

Entered KUMCH'ON 3 Aug 

NAKTONG River 
(35°58%-r28024'E) 

Crossing effected by 
7th Regt on 9 Aug 

YONGMOK* 

‘$?%~-128~20 7E) 

POKSONG-DONG Position from 29 Aug to 
(36002’&128~22~E) 12 Sep 

IVAE GWA N 
(36o00'N-l28~24'E) 

From positions near town 
division participated 
in all-out assault on 
TAEGU from 14 to 20 Sep 

SANGJU 

“Jhlct-dtSS!FIIED 

Division reserve posi- 
tions from 12 to 28 Aug 

Initial reassembly point 
of defeated 3d Div 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

PLATE 2 

ROUTE AND WAJOR ENGAGELBNTS OF NORTH KOREAN 
3D INFANTRY DIVISION 

mm011 21 SEPTEMEBR 1950 - 29 DECEP~~R 1950 

LOCALE PAGE 
-L NO. NO 

" 1 35 

2 35 

3 35 

4 35 

,5 35 

LOCALE REMARKS 

SANSJTJ 
(36 24'N-128'10'E) 

P'YONGYANG 
(39oOl'N-125o44'E) 

Initial reassembly point 
of defeated 3d Div 

Remnants of the division 
assembled here from 
1 to 15 act 

KANGGYE 
(40°58'N-126036'~) 

BUNGNAM 
(39'54'N-l27O32'E) 

KAESONG 
(37°58'N-126026'E) 

Division passed through 
this area on 29 Dee 

Possible reassembly and 
reorganization area of 
the 3d Div 

Elements of the division 
reportedly engaged in 
assault against UN X Corps 
perimeter on about 18 Dee 

UNCLASSIFlED 
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1 a*. ORGANIZA’P?fUN AND TRAINING 

PW interrogation reports indicate that the 5th North 
Korean Division was activated at NANAM (41°42’N-129041tE), 
North KOREA, during the early part of August 1949 from 
Korean veterans of the Chinese Communist 8th Route Army’s 
164th Division, which had been stationed in the old Man- 
churian aapitol city of CHANGCHUN f43°521N-125021’E) until 
July 1949. According to the majority of reports, all non- 
Korean troops of the 164th CCF Division were transferred 
to other Chfnese Communist organizations in July 1949 and 
in their place the division began to receive Korean sol- 
diers from various other units of the Chinese CommunYst 
Forces. Concurrently with this metamorphosis in the per- 
sonnel composition, a change is reported to have taken 
place In the command echelon of the division; Major Gen- 
eral KIM CHAN DUK, the former assistant division com- 
mand er , allegedly replaced an unnamed Chinese general as 
the new division commander. Some of the Koreans assigned 
to the 164th Division had allegedly seen action against 
the Japanese Army during World War II; but the majority 
were veterans of the Chinese civil war who had been in- 

.’ ducted into the communist armies of CHINA at a later date, 
while a comparatively small percentage of these troops 
stemmed from an even more recent conscription drive con- 
ducted in the various provinces in MANCHURIA. Since the 
personnel of this reconstituted 164th Division originated 
from widely separated units of the Chinese Communist 
Forces, a wide scale of military experience appears to 
have been represented among the troops, ranging from sea- 
sonal agricultural labor and security duties to active 
commitment In combat. Almost all troops are said to 
have received training with Japanese weapons, which the 
Soviet occupation forces in MANCHURIA had turned over to 
the Chinese Communlsts, and American weapons captured 
from the retreating Chinese Nationalist Army. (1) 

During the latter part of July I.949 the 164th Divi- 
sion, with a strength of approximately 7,500 men9 was 
allegedly transferred by railroad from CHANGCHUN to 
NANAM, where it was integrated into the expanding North 
Korean Army and redesignated the 5th Division. Most of 
the American and Japanese weapons which had been brought 
with the division from MANCHURIA were purportedly turned 
in and replaced by limited amounts of Soviet-manufactured 
equipment. At the same time the division underwent a 
reorganization to make it conform to the organizational 
structure of the standard North Korean rifle division, 
with the lOth, 11th and 12th Rifle Regiments (also known 
as the lst, 2d and 3d Regiments) forming the combat 
nucleus of the new division. (See Chart No. 2) Most re- 
ports show that from the time of its activation until 
December 1949% the division was engaged principally in 
road repairs and construction work of a military nature. 
Beginning in January 1950 the entire division was alleg- 
edly subjected to a new basic training cycle in Order t’o 

(1) TIS 36, ,gZ?,’ 870, ‘907, 2020. 
~~~~~SSf~f ED 
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accustom these Chinese Communist-trained troops to the 
military terminolbgy and’tactics’ peculiar to the North 
Korean Army. This‘ training f.s said to have been con- 
ducted under the supervision’of six Soviet military ad- 
visors, two colonels and four lieutenant colonels, who 
remained with the division.until it was committed in the 
drive across the 38th’ Fa’rallel. Ekrly in February 1950 
the division purportedly began a new phase of advanced 
field training on a platoon and company level with em- 
phasis on mountain warfare and camouflage. Around the 
middle of the same month the first group of fillers 
arrived, numbe.ring approximately 1,000 men between the 
ages of 18 and 26 years. Prior to their assignment to 
tne various units in’the division, these troops were al- 
legedly given one .month of basic training which included 
instruction in marksmanship and familiarization firing 
with live ammunition. From then on the division report- 
edly continued to receive recruits until about the begin- 
ning of April, when reports indicate that it had been . 
brought up to full’ strength. Most of the new men had 
allegedly ‘completed basic training by the end of April. 
,PsW relate that during this same period infantry and 
artillery units conducted combined maneuvers. (2) . ?I(,.. 

In. May’ the division ,was reportedly brought up to its 
full allowance of weapons and eq’ulpment with huge quantl- 
ties of Soviet materiel and all ‘tilts were required to 
turn in any remaining American or Japanese weapons which 
had been brought from MANCHURIA. One captured supply 
officer states that when he w&s sent to CHONGJIN (41 46’N- 
129049’E) to pick up supplies for the division engineers, 
he noticed that Chongjin Harbor was full of Soviet mer- 
chant ships unloading trucks, weapons and ammunition. 

-According to Korean-speaking crew members of Soviet ves- 
sels; they had Come from VLADIVOSTOK (43°08rrJt131054rE). 
During May and. in the first two weeks of June the troops 
were a,llegedly busy firing individual weapons; but each. 
manwas only allowed to fire three rounds. Simultaneously, 
political inddctrinationz which had’been’stressed through- 
out the.training period, was intensified. 

About the middle of June all equipment was’ a’llegedly 
given a. final Check to insure fts combat readiness and’ 
prepared .for shipment south. In explanation the tr.oops 
were told that they were going on maneuvers; nevertheless, 
many of the men were skeptical when they were issued live 
ammunition and grenades. On 19 June leading elements of 
the division are said to hav.e departed NANAM by rail for 
YANGYANG (380041N-128038tE), where they arrived by 
23 June; by 25 June the movement of the division’s combat 
elements had been completed. The 10th Regiment, which 
was th.e ffrst to assemble at YANGYANG, allegedly departed 
south immediately after its arrival and bivouacked in the 
vicinity of the 38th Parallel. It was followed in short 
order by the other two infantry regfments and on the 
night of 24 June the 5th Division, with the exception of 
a few rear echelon units still en route, was reportedly 
deployed ~along the 38th Parallel south of YANGYANG. (3) 

1039, 
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2. COMBAT HISTQRY (For route and major engagements'see 
c "PPa&.es~ 3 and 4, following Page 46) " ., 

I+_ ., 
,At approximately O$YO hours on 25 June 'according to 

enemy prisonersg the 5th Division lunged a:ross the 38th 
Parallel in an offensive down the main road that paral- 
lels KOREA's rugged east coast. The division's drive 
was allegedly supported by the 766th Independent Unit 
an organization with a strength of 1,500 men which apl 
pears to. have been part of a larger amphibious force 
under the direct control of the North Korean Army's Gen- 
eral Eeahquarters in P'YONGYAXG. This unit-is revorted 
to have left YANGYANG on 24 June with the mission of 
establishing'beachheads along thi east coast in the rear 
of the R.OK Army in order to disrupt rear area communica- 
tions and'defenses. Wh.en its mission had been accom- 
plished &cl after contact had been established with the 
main body of the 5th Division, this am&ibious guerrilla 
unit was scheduled to infiltrate throu-h'the mountains 
in the direction of PUSAN 8 
ordinary partisan force. 

(35°06'N-129 02'E) as'an 
Members of this unit are re- 

ported to have received extensive amphibious and guerril- 
7 a training. (4) 

Following closely behind the 766th Unit, the 5th Di- 
vision, with the 10th Regiment .in the lead, entered 
CHUMUNJIN (37°54'N-128050'E> without incident shortly 
before noon, Late that evening, after continuing the 
drive south, the 766th Unit was allegedly held up on the 
outskirts of KANGHUNG (37o44'N-l28o54'E), The 10th Regi- 
ment is reported to have come to its assistance and both 
units after an all-night battle finally entered the town 
the next morning. At KANGNUNG the 5th Division separat- 
ed, PsW contend, with the 11th Regiment heading south- 
west toward HAJINBU-RI (370381N-128034fE), while the 
rest of the division continued south along the coastal 
highway. Along its route of attack, in the vicinity of 
HAJINBU-RI, the 11th Regiment purportedly met slight 
resistance and sustained minor casualties. Continuing in 
its drive along the Kangnung - P'yongch'ang (37o22'N- 
128o24'E) corridor, the regiment was generally engaged 
in mopping up small pockets of resistance and finally 
reached P'YONGCH'ANG on about 2 July. During this action 
it is reported.that the 11th Regiment repeatedly ran into 
elements'of the 7th North Korean Division, which was 
fighting on the right flank of the 5th Division, Guer- 
rilla units, comprised largely of communists from the Re- 
public of KOREA who had gone into the mountains at the 
outbreak of hostilities, were also encountered and 
proved very helpful to the North Korean regulars, since 
due to their'familiarity with the topography in that 
area they were able to give advice on road conditions 
and possible hiding places of ROK troops. Soon, however, 
the gruelling marches over mountainous terrain were begin- 
ning to show their effect on the tired troqps, and an 
increasing number of men fell jut with sore feet. When 
tiqe troops were.fin_ally gi+eh a rest at PrYONGCHIANG 
they had been marching almost continuously for seven 
days. In its flanking movement over some of the most 
rugged terrain south of the 38th Parallel, the 11th 

(4) TIS 30, 239, 1192, 1425. 
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Regiment was allegedly separated several times when com- 
pany-size units were required to climb steep mountain 
slopes to ferret out small grnups of‘ ROK soldiers hiding 
in the hills; This was time consuming and exhausting’ 
wbrk and the tired and weary s.oldiers welcomed the long- 
needed rest. 

Re 
After spending two days at P’YONGCH’ANG the’llth 

12 8 
iment moved out again’ and headed for CHUNYANG (36o56*N- 
0541E)‘by way of. YQNGWOL (37°10fN-128028rE), which was 

already in communist hands, On the afternoon of 4 July 
then unit wasallegedly subjected to an attack by UN air- 
b-a’ft; while only few casualties resulted in this and si- 
milar air attacks, most reports show that the troops 
greatly. feared aircraft and were prone to panic whenever 
UN‘planes appeared in the skies.’ As the regiment drove 
an in a southeasterly direction over tortuous mountain 
trails the progress continued to be slow. After marching 
five days through the‘hills and meeting only scattered 
resistance, the outskirts ‘of CHUNYANG were finally reached 
on 9 July, prisoners relate. Here the 11th Regiment is 
said to have engaged a large ROK force which was apparently 
withdrawing from the coast. After an all&day fight the 
communists managed to ‘occupy the northwestern section of 
town by nightfall. Early the following morning the unit 
purportedly entered the town that had been abandoned by 
the withdrawing UN defenders. Interrogation reports in- 
dieate that casualties up to that time approximated 400 

,,menf most of these 
tle for CHUNYANG, ? 

ere apparently sustained in the bat- 
, , 5) 

After ‘separating from the”llth Regiment at KANGNUNG, 
the ‘10th and’ 12th.Regimentg are reported to hav.e conti- 
nued south along the coastal highway; one battalion of 
the 12th’ Regiment , however, remained behind for five 
days guarding the town‘and assisting local communists in 
organizing the civilian.populgtibn. The 766th Independ- 
ent Unit was still leadlhg the attack, PsW reveal, until 
the division keai?hed the appr5aChes t? SAMCHOK (S7326rN- 
129olO”E). 
ments of 

Here the former reportedly, joined’ other ele- 
its parent organization which a few days earlier 

!had made:an amphibious landing near that town. This com- 
bined unit, ostensibly priceeded intj the hills, fr?m where 
the troops, after changing into civilian clothes, infil- 
trated into SAMCHOK in ,order ta gather ‘intelligence to’be 

.-transmitted by radio to the advancing 5th Division. The 
10th Regiment, after some small skirmishes with ROK 
troops, allegedly entered SAMCHOK 3n or about 5 July; 
most of these ROK troops appear to have been stragglers 
who, according to enemy prisoner, were quite active in 
making smalllscale raids. during the night and inflicting 

:yin3k casualties. During this time the 12th Regiment was 
reportedly scattered along the coast mopping up Ps2lated 
UN troops wh5 were hiding in the hills. The division de- 
parted SAMCHOK on 7 July, according to available evidence, 
and reached UTCHIN (37oOO’N-l29o24’E) on the morning of 
the 9th, The 10th Regiment was in ‘the’ Iead followed by 
elements of the 12th Regiment. The’766th Unit was still 
spearheading the attack and fragmentary rep&ts indicate 

. . 

(5) TIS 36, 619, 903. + ‘, * i ~“:‘,f-rr,;;Q~: !f :I .:r. i..<, 
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that this unit fought a large-scale enpagement at UTCHIN 
in which the 5th Division was not comm:tted The 11th 
Regiment, which was fighting in CHUNYANG at'that time 
apparently became engaged with UN forces retreating from 
UTCHIN, for numerous reports indicate that the ROK units 
encountered in that battle were withdrawing from the 
coast, After taking CHUNYANG the 11th Regiment purport- 
edly proceeded toward the coast and re'oined the division 
at UTCHIN on or about 11 July. The 76 2 th Unit, after 
undergoing a reorganization of undetermined scope at 
UTCHIN, is reported to have proceeded westward into the 
mountains with the mission of infiltrating in small units 
to FUSAN, Leaving this unit behind, the 5th Division 
continued its drive south with the 10th Regiment leading 
the attack; the 11th followed closely behind, interroga- 
tion reports reveal, 
talion brought up 

and the 12th Regiment minus one bat- 
the rear. 

delaying actions, 
Opposed only by small-scale 

the division arrived at P'YONGHAE-RI 
(36044'N-129°26'E) on or about 13 July. Here the division 
purportedly split its forces again; this time the 10th 
Regiment separated from the main body and marched west- 
ward through the mountains in the direction of CHINBO 
(36"3~~-129002~~). (6) 

From the beginning of hostilities ux) to this time 
the division was mainly engaged in mopping-up operations 
and guarding areas along the coast. 
tle casualties were slight, 

Although actual bat- 
considerable losses in man- 

power are said to have been sustained due mainly to sore 
feet and exhaustion caused by the long-forced marches 
over extremely rough terrain. 
have also been reported, 

Numerous cases of malaria 
for which the troops received a 

camphor injection of Japanese manufacture, as well as 
the usual atabrine and quinine tablets. The total divi- 
sion casualties up to that time have been estimated by 
PsW at approximately 1,800 men7 most of which were sus- 
tained by the 11th Regiment. During the southward drive, 
two meals per.day were eaten whenever possible, 5th Di- 
vision prisoners contend. Rice was cooked in large ket- 
tles by each company mess section and mixed with wheat 
millet and pickles; this monotonous diet was supplemenJed 
by a hot bowl of soup whenever possible. In addition, 
each soldier was reportedly issued a one-day emergency 
ration consisting of rice, dried fish and seaweed. Al- 
though supplies were still coming through every day PsW 
assert that constant air attacks and naval bombardmlnt 
were beginning to cause shortages and restrict their 
movement to the hours of darkness. (7) 

When on 13 July the 10th Regiment swung west at 
P'YONGHAE-RI, the rest 2f the division is reported 
have c?ntinued south fighting every inch of the way 

to 

against ROK rear guard action; as a consequence, the di- 
vision made slow 
(36"32'N-l29"24'E ;ogress' P 

At the outskirts of YONGHAE 
which was 

of 14 July, 
reached on the afternoon 

the division was allegedly held up by heavy 
artillery and mortar fire. 
Regiment tried to infiltrate 

During the night the 11th 
through the ROK positions 

(6) TIS 
(7) 

101, 
620, 1172, 239, 

632. 
TIS 1548, 

d 
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but after a savage fight was repulsed and forced to with- 4 
draw. The following day, however, the 11th and 12th 
Regiments in a combined assault forced their way through 
the’UN positions 9 reports indicate, and by 1400 ,hours d 
the’ town wes in their hands; but their success was short- 
lived, for after a fierce counterattack lasting a.11 after- 

. noon ROX troops re-occupied the sauthern section of town. 
On the morning of 16 July the 5th Division, after an- 
other all-out attack, finally secured the town and pursued 
the withdrawing UN defenders. Veterans of the operations 

.oh the east, coast relate that the 5th Division i‘n two 
weeks of heavy battles forged its way ahead toward YONG- 
DOK (36°24fN-1290221E) and finally captured the town on 
or ‘about 3 August after sustaining prohibitive casual- 
ties. During the seige the 10th Regiment allegedly 

-. pressed the attack from the west and fought its way into 
the outskirts two or three times, but was forced to with- 
draw each time under withering artillery and small-arms 
fire. In its drive on YONGDOK the division is said to 
have been subjected to almost constant bombardment from 
UN aircraft and naval vessels; even at night the troops 
were apparently not given any respite, for prisoners com- 
plain that our artillery opened up wfth heavy fire after 
the naval and air attacks ceased. To illustrate the 
terrific casualties that the division sustained in these 
battles, one P!W relates that in a single naval barrage 700 
men were killed and huge stores of supplies and equip- 
ment were destroyed. Altogether the 5th Division is esti- 
mated to have suffered a 40% reduction in strength in the ac 
battle for YONGDOK. (8) 

For the next few days the division remained in YOXG- d 
DOK to reorganize and receive replacements. Approxi- 

.m&tely 1,200 new men were reportedly assigned to the 
three infantry regiments, bringing them up to about 50% 
of strength. These replacements were all North Koreans 
with about three weeks training who had been marching for 
fully 15 days before joining the division, Early on 
6 August the troops departed YONGDOK and, fighting against 
stubborn resistance) assaulted and captured CHANGSA-DOPG 
c360161N-129022’E) on about 8 August, according to avail- 
able knf orma tion . Continuing south, the division report- 
edly battled its way through CHOMGXA (36°12’N-129020’E) 
and HUNGHAE (36°06r5J-129020TE) under constant harassment 
by na.val fire and air attacks and arrived on the outskirts 
0f P05AT;rG-~0r;lG (36°02’N-129022~E) on 18 August< Ruring 
this ‘period the almost continuous air attacks on supply 
routes and lines of communication and the highly success- 
ful harassing and interdictory fire of UN naval contin- 
gents apparently began to show their effect on the supply 
system of the 5th Division, for many reports show that 
units’were sometimes forced to live off the land for sev- ’ 
-era1 days at a .time when‘ rations failed ,to arri.ve. To 
boost their morale in the face of adverse supply condi- 
tions and heavy battle losses, the troops were allegedly \ 
told that the war would soon be over and that the UN 
f o&es, after the capture of TAEGU (35°521~-128036tE), u 
fnrould be driven into the sea. After a two-day artillery 
barrage the division purportedly attacked POHAXG-DONG 

$ 

(8) TIS 284, 604, 1545. ~ -;\; cy.e\ ’ !.I.‘$ ,‘,2 , i :.. u 
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with all three regiments committed and occupied the town 
on 20 August. after a fierce engagement that resulted in 
heavy casualties, 
artillery fire. 

most of which were caused by intense 
While in the city the troops are re- 

ported to have been subjected to constant air and artil- 
lery bombardment. On about 23 August, American and ROK 
troops launched a counterattack, PsW claim, which forced ’ 
the ‘division to withdraw about 5 miles to the north. In 
the confusion of the retreat the troops became so disor- 
ganized, it is alleged, that it took several hours to re- 
organize them. In “the course of this engagement the 
division allegedly received such heavy casualties that 
its strength was reduced to about 4,000 men. From 23 Aug- 
ust to 3 September the division reportedly remained in 
defensive positions just north of POHANG-DONG. During 
this period approximately 3,000 replacements were re- 
ceived, most of whom were conscripted south of the 38th 
Parallel and assigned to the division without any pre- 
vious military training. 
of weapons, 

Because of the general shortage 
many of these men were only issued grenades 

and instructed to pick up the rifles of their comrades 
as they fell on the battlefield. On 3 Seotember the 
division purportedly resumed its attack with the objec- 
tive of taking POHANG-DONG and the airfield south of the 
town. By the following day the North Koreans succeeded 
in breaking through the outer defenses of UN forces and 
fighting fanatically through a hail of artillery and 
small-arms fire they finally entered the town on 6 Sep- 
tember; but before they could consolidate their gains 
the UN forces counterattacked and once again forced the 
division to withdraw. After taking up defensive posi- 
tions just north of the city the 5th Division reportedly 
began probing for a weak spot in UN defenses. The 
enemy remained in this position for several days, fight- 
ing an artillery duel and sending out combat patrols, 
Interrogation reports reveal that late in the evening 
of the 11th the division advanced toward the southwest, 
skirting the outer fringes of the UN defenses, and de- 
ployed along the high ground overlooking POHANG-DONG for 
another assault on the town. The 11th and 12th Regi- 
ments were poised for an attack from the west, while the 
10th Regiment occupied assault positions approximately 
2* miles southwest of POHANG-DONG. During the night 
large amounts of ammunition were allegedly carried to 
gun positions and last-minute preparations were made. 
On 12 September, UN forces began laying a heavy artillery 
concentration on positions held by the 10th Regiment and 
later in the day the 11th and 12th Regiments were like- 
wise engaged by artillery, Soon after that all three 
regiments were attacked heavily by UN aircraft which 
wrought considerable damage and disrupted all plans for 
the attack. The devastating artillery barrage is reported 
to have continued day and night for several days 
the North Koreans to remain in their foxholes. 1 9forcing 

An ROK amphibious force of about company strength 
ostensibly effected a landing on about 14 September in 
the vicinity of CHONGHA, One battalion from the 12th 
Regiment, which was dispatched to dislodge this force, 
-- 
(9) TIS 1257, 1548, 1611. 
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is reported to have reached the landing site late that 
same evening and promptly engaged the raiderswho had 
taken up positions in the coastal hills, In the meantime . 
the rest of the division was .purportedly’ ordered to mith- 
draw from their heavily-shelled positions and to regroup 
in the vicinity of CHONGHA. :V/hen the last elements had 
withdrawn to the assembly area on 16 September the divi- 
sion was deployed along the Tosong-Dong (36°Q8fN- 
129O16 ‘E) - Chongha road in. well dug-in positions de- 
signed primarily to afford protection against the. dreaded 
air attacks which only the day before had’ blown up the 
entire ammunition dump of the division artillery. Since 
the division had been reduced to approximately 50% of its 
original strength by this time, it remaLned in this lo- 
cality reorganizing and receiving replacements totalling 
about 1,200 men. 
reveal, 

On 21 September 1950, enemy prisoners 
the 5th Division was hit by the full weight of 

the all-out UN offensive launched in coordination with 
the successful amphibious operation at INCHON (37O28'N- 
126038 1~). 
brunt of the 

The 10th Regiment, which apparently bore the 
attack, is said to have been overrun and 

surrounded after about one hour of fierce fighting. As a 
result, on 22 September elements of the routed division 
withdrew in utter disorder to YONGDOK, it is reported 
where they were once more taken under heavy fire by Vi 
naval vessels. Under orders to withdraw farther north 
the division left YONGDOK on about 24 September with a 
remaining strength of about 2,400 men. Marching in groups 
of platoon size and maintaining intervals of about 5 miles 
betPreen regiments during daytime the division retraced 
its route of advance along the c&St and according to 
available .reports, arrived at ANBYON (39602 !N-127O32 ‘E > 
on about 3 November. 
came embroiled several 

VJhile retreating, the division be- 
times in small guerrilla actions 

but successfully evaded larger UN forces. Several bands 
of stragglers are said to have joined the column en route, 
boosting its strength to approximately 3,000 men. Ra- 
tions were. apparently confiscated from local farmers who 
were forced to provide the necessary transportation to 
haul, the food to the. troops. 

Continuing its retreat, the division allegedly arrived 
in CHONGP ‘YONG (39’48 t&127°22’E) on 8 November and 9 after 
joining forces with remnants of the 2d Division 
to have proceeded, through HAiWUJiVG (39°44tm-127032~~r)ea~~ere 
bh swing inland,finally proceeding north along a roa; that 
parallels the TABDONG River. On 18 Navember elements of 
the badly-decimated 5th Division, with a remaining 
strength of only 500 troops were seen passing through 
SACHANG-NI (40°06rN-12605611$) moving in a northerly di- 
rection. Interrogation reports dating from this period 
paint a vivid picture of the complete defeat suffered by 
the North Korean enemy; the 5th Division, these reports 
indicate , had lost or abandoned all heavy supporting wea- 
pons and less than half of the demoralized troops were 
armed. Only by threats of on-the-spot execution and by 
dealing severely with any attempts to desert were the 
pfficers able to retain a semblance of organization among 
their men. Although there are only a few reports of the 
5th Division’s movements after it laft SACHAN&NI and 
those reports are based on hearsay information 1i ap ears 
likely that the division proceeded to the KangLye (40 8 58'N- 
126’36’E) Area to be reorganized, retrained and re-equipped 9 
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a2 for a PW claims to have overheard a major from the 5th 
Division name that town as his unit’s destination. More- 
over 9 another report dating from November asserts that the 
5th., 6th and 12th Divisions became part of the V North Ko- 

‘) rean Corps, which established its headquarters in KANGGYE. 
The history of the reconstituted 5th Division after it 
left the Kanggye Area becomes hazy because of a lack of 
accurate and authentic reports; in fact: the division 
has only been mentioned three times after that date by 
prisoners from other units whose information is neces- 
sarily limited and inconclusive. (10) 

(10) TIS 1549, 1630, 1956, 2265, 2311, 2377, 2483, 2772, 
3104, 3107, 3151. 

--- 
The following additional sources were utilized in 

the preparation of this report: 

TIS 39, 79 105 126, 409, 444, 446, 605, 630 633 680, 
740 843, 896 891 1083 1140 1144 1154 ii85 5188 
120b, 1207, 1320, $254, 1269, islO, i512, 1523, i629, 1630, 20'2, 2238, 3146, 
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PLATE 3 

LOCALE 
NO. 

ROUTE AND MAJOR ENGAGEMENTS OF NORTH KOREAN 
5TH INFANTRY DIVISION 

PERIOD JULY 1949 - 21 SEPTEMBER 1950 

PAGE 
NO L 

37 

LOCALE REMARKS 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

a 

9 

10 

38 

39 

39 

40 

41 

41 

42 

42 

44 

NANAM 
(41°42'N-129041'E) 

Home station of the 5th 
Div from Jul 49 to Jun 
50 

YANGYANG 
(38'04'N-128'38rE) 

5th Div assembly area 
from 23 to 25 Jun 50 

CHUMUNJIN 
(37°54'N-128050'E) 

Leading elements of the 
division entered the 
town on 25 Jun 

KANGNUNG 
(37°44'N-128054'E) 

UTCHIN 
(37°00'N-129024'E) 

PYONGHAE-RI 
(36'44'N-129'26'E) 

YONGHAE 
(36'32'N-129'24'E) 

Battle for YONGHAE 14 to 
16 Jul 

YONGDCK 
(36°24'~r-129022'E) 

POHANG-DONG 
(36°02tfiT-129022'E) 

TOSONG-DONG 
(36°08rN-129016'E) 

The 11th Regt separated 
from the division on 
26 Jun 

Occupied by the 5th Div 
on 9 Jul. The 11th Regt 
rejoined the division 
here on 11 Jul 

The 10th Regt separated 
from the division on 
13 Jul 

Occupied by the 5th Div 
on 3 Aug 

Battle for POHANG-DONG 
from 18 Aug to 15 Sep 

Last defensive stand 
from 16 to 21 Sep prior 
to full retreat 
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t 

21 
g: 

2 

! 
$2 
31 

TANK 
REPUBLIC OF KOREA 

REAR SERVICES 
RECONNAISSANCE 
TACTICS 

SEOTJL 
ANSONG 
CYONGHA 
CHUNYANG 
POCHON 
POHANG-DONG 
SAMCHOK 
SEOUL 
YONGHAE 
CHONGHA TROOP MOVEMENT 

UNIT 
AMPHIBIOUS 
ARTILLERY 
GUERRILLA 

UNITED NATIONS 

MORALE 
TACTICS 

CHONGHA 
SEOUL 
YONGDOK 
KOREA 
SOUTH KOREA 
NORTH KOREA 
ANSONG 
CHONGHA 
CSONUI 
CWJNYANG 
Il\rCT30N 
NAKTO?JG RIVER 
POHANG-DONG 
P'YONGHAE-RI 

40,41 
29 
43 
40 

29,30 
41,42 

44 

43 
30 
44 
10 

7 

;: 
44 
31 
40 

33,;; 

41 



SUBJECT AREA 

ARIm 
UNITED NATIONS 

TACTICS 

UNIT 
UbJITED STATES 

TACTICS 
BAY AREA 
BRIDGE 

CASUALTIES 

CAUSES 

EVACUATION OF 
TREATMEIJT OF 

COMiWPICATIObJS 
CENTER 
NORTH KOREAN 

DESTRUCTION OF 
RADIO 

DEFENSE 

AIR 
ANTIAIRCRAFT 
ARTILLERY 

CAMOUFLAGE 

FORTIFICATION 

DUMMY 
FOX HOLE 
PILLBOX 

SKETCI OF 
TFU3 J'TCH 

SEOUL 
TAEGU 
TAEJON 
YONGDOK 
YONGBrOL 
WONSAW 

POHANG-DONG 
!WNSAN 
NORTH KOREA 
SEOUL 
CHONAN 
CHONGHA 
CFTUNYANG 
YAJINBU-RI 
NAKTOWG RIVER 
POHANG-DONG 
P'YONGHAE-RI 
NAKTOFJG RIVER 
POYANG-DONG 
SEOUL 
TAEGU 
TAEJON 
YONGDOK 
YONGDONG 
KOREA 
J'OREA 
YANGYANG 
NORTH KOREA 

POHANG-DONG 
SAMCHOK 
LENIWGRAD 
NORTH KOREA 
STALINGRAD 
YANGYANG 
NORTH KOREA 
NORTH KOREA 
NORTH KOREA 
SOUTH KOREA 
NORTH KOREA 

SOUTH KOREA 
NORTH KOREA 

SOUTH KOREA 
UIJONGBU 
NORTH KOREA 
POHANG-DONG 
SOUTY KOREA 
WJNSAN 
'"rONSAN 
CHONGHA 
NORTH KOREA 
SOUTH KOREA 

> .t>: -1 p “; yr-Ti 
!i . I_ 1.’ 

~ 

52 

33 

3’25 
42 
40 
12 

43 

i$ 
2’: 
44 
40 

;z 

2 

33-z 

3 
32 

:3’ 
9,m 

:; 
19 

42 
40 

11,:; 

z; 

123 
6&5,20,23 

3y5J4,1? 
19,2O,d 

7 

1;:: I&2;- 
911,12 

3,5r15,$ 

11 
i: 

13~~~ 
11 



SUBJECT 

DEFENSE 
l"INE FIELDS 

MORTAR 
OBSERVATION POST 
SECURITY hlIEASURES 

BORDER PATROL 

EQUl 

SJ-LELTER 
AIR RAID 

:PMENT 
CAMOUFLAGE 
COMl'~UNICATION 

RADIO 
SYORTAGE OF 
1'QRELESS 

DESTRUCTION OF ~ 
ENGINEER 
VEHICLE 

ARMORED CAR' 

TRUCK 

WEAPONS 

AMMUNITION 

ANTIAIRCRAFT 
ANTITANK 

ARTILLERY 

LAND KINES 
MACHINE GUVS 

AREA 

KOREA 
NORTH KOREA 
NORTY KOREA 
SOUTY KOREA 

CHICH'ON-~1 
I-IWACHON 
SACH'ANG-bT1 

NORTH KOREA 

NORTH KOREA 

NORTH KOREA 
NORTH KOREA 
NORTH KOREA 
YObJGDOK 
NORTH KOREA 

(XINDONG-NI 
CHINJU 
CHUNGAM-f\TI 
MJJCF'ON-NI 
SAbTGOK-NI 
KOSONG 
1\TORTH KOREA 
PAEDUN-NI 
SACP ' ON 
SEOUL 
CH'ORWON 
KUMHWA 
MANCFIURIA 
NORTB KOREA 

POHANG-DONG 
YONGP'YONG 
CH'ORWON 
KUMHWA 
NCRTH KOREA 
POHANG-DONG 
YONGP'YONG 
i'JORTH KOREA 
NORTH KOREA 

SOUTH KOREA 
CHOCHIWON 
KOREA 
KOSGNG 
NORTH KOREA 

PAEDUN-NI 
SACH'ON 
SADONG 

r SEOUL 
' SOUTH KOREA 

NORTH KOREA 
NORTH KOREA 

53 
~~~~~~SS~F~E~ 

1’5 
15 
42 
24 

i 

: 

88 
13,18-20 

: 
2; 
;; 

6 13717 
18,21-25 

z; 

ZJ 

4; 
11,19 

34,16, 
21-23,25 

3: 

89 
3,WJ5, 
16,20,285 

8 

:07 
6,11,.2: 

21 



lJN~l_~SWfD 

SUBJECT 

EQUIPMENT 
WEAPONS 

MORTAR 

REPLACEMENT 
SM&LL ARMS 
TANK 

EXPLOITATION/CO~JFISCATION 
FOOD 
WEAPONS 

FOREIGN MILITARY ASSISTANCE 
KOREAN 
UNITED STATES 
USSR 

GOVERNMENT 
MILITARY 

NORTH KOREAN 
COMIvIUNIST 

HOUSING 
CIVIL" 

INDOCTRINATION 
conmums 
POLITICAL ,' . 

LABOR 

KOREAN ' 
CIVII, 

MAP 
ROUTE & MAJOR ENGAGEMEfiTTS 

OF NORTH KOBEAW THIRD 
1NFANTRY:DIVISION 

ROUTE & MAJOR ENGAGEMENTS 
OF NORTH KOREAN FIFTH 
INFAMTRY DIVISION 

MEDICAL 

PAGE. 

KOREA 
NORTH KOREA 
NANAM 
NORTH KOREA 
CHINDONG-NI 
CYINJU 
CHOCHIWON 
CHUNGAM-NI 
KOSONG 
IfUCH'ON-PI 
NORTH KOREA 
PAEDUN-NI 
SACH'ANG-NI 
SACH'ON 
SANGOK-NI 
SEOUL 
SOUTH KOREA 
YONCH ' 0.N 

14,20 
8 

*i 

29 

ANBYON 
MANCHURIA 37,:: 

CHANGCHUN 
TAE JON. 
CT? 'OR!QN 
NANAl 

;07 
28 
38 

KANGNUNG 
MANCHURIA 

P'YONGYANG 

SEOUL 
NORTH KOREA 
NANAM 
WONSAN 
CHINA 
MANCHURIA 

CHINA 
MANCHURIA 

NORTH KOREA PLATE 1,2 

NORTH KOREA 
P'YOFGCH'ANG 
SEOUL 

PLATE 3,4 

;z 

P'YONGHAE-RI 
P'YONGHAE-RI 
P'YObTGHAE-RI 

41 
41 
41 

P'YONGHAE-RI 

DISEASE 
MALARIA 

SUPPLY 
TREATMENT OF PATIEbTTS 

NAVY 
UNITED NATIONS 

TACTICS 



SUBJECT 

NAVY -- 
UNITED NATIONS 

TACTICS 
PERSONALITIES 

NORTH KOREAN 

YONGDOK 42,44 

ARMY 
COMMANDER CHANGCHUN 

SfiCH 'APG-NI 
YONCI-I ’ OR 
NORTH KOREA GUERRILLA 

PORT 
FARBOR 

PRISONERS OF WAR 
NORTH KOREAN 

PROPAGANDA 
ANTI-UNITED NATIONS 

CHONGJIN 

NAKTONG RIVER 
TAEGU 
KOREA 
TAEJON 
TAEJON 
‘fi’ONSAM 
TAEGU 

34 
42 
10 

ANTI-UNITED STATES 

UNITED bTATIONS 
SCHOOL 

ARMY 
ARMORED TRAINIbTG 
DEFENSE MINISTRY 

SIGNAL 
TECHNICAL 

STORAGE 
A~WU~JITION 

SUPPLY 
AMhXJNITION 

DESTRUCTION 
SHORTAGE OF 

OF 

SADONG 27 

27 

FOOD 

P'YONGYANG 
NORTH KOREA 
NORTH KOREA 
NORTA KOREA 

2v 
12,:; 

OF 

(-TONGHA 
NRKT~NG RIVER 
YONGMOK 
ANBYON 
NORTH KOREA 
P'YOhTGHAE-RI 
NAKTObJG RIVER 
POHANG-DONG 
P'YONGTIAE-RI 
YONGMOK 

CYONGJIN 
VLADIVOSTOK 
ANBYON 
CHONGJIN 
VLADIVOSTOK 
CHONGJIN 
VLADIVOSTOK 

25 

;: 
42 

3": 

SHORTAGE OF 

MOVEMENT OF 
AMMUNITION 

FOOD 
VEHICLE 

WEAPONS 

NORTH KOREAN 
DESTRUCTION 

WEAPONS 
YQF\TGDOK 
CH 'ORsrON 
f\TANAM 
POKSONG-DONG 
POHANG-DONG 
POKSONG-DONG 

SHORTAGE OF 

TRANSPORTATION 
RAIL HEADS 
RAILROAD 

NORTH KOREA 
;;WCHUN 

19 

WONSAN 



. ,. 
SUBJECT -- 

TRANSPORTATION 
ROAD 

. ' I '. ~ 

CONSTRUCTION OF 
REPAIR OF 

SUPPLY ROUTE 
DESTRUCTION OF 

TOPOGRAPHY 

RIVER ~1' 

TUNh'ELS 
. VESSELS 

AUXILIARY ' 
CARGO 

HARBOR&&%@' BOATS 

RIVER BOATS 

Am 

AnTSONG 
CFIONGHA 
HAMHUNG 
KANGNUNG 
KUMCH'ON 
KUMHWA 
NORTH KOREA 
P'YONGCH'ANG 
SEOUL 
TAE GU 
TAEJON 
TOSONG-DONG 
UIJONGBU 
WAE G'firAN 
YANGYANG 
YONCH'ON 
YO3JGDONG 
NORTH KOREA 
NORTH KOREA 

POHANG-DONG 
NORTH KOREA 
SONGJU 
YANGSONG 
CHOCHIWON 
YAMT3UNG 
KOREA 
FORTH KOREA 
SEOUL 
SONGJU 
SOUTFI KOREA 
NORTH KOREA 

CHONGJIhT 

SEOUL 
SEOUL 

32,;; 

21,23 
39 

$t 
32,33 

44 

l,,,,,i$ 

‘3,;; 

)19 

38 

7)/ : .--. 
_.3 - .r) c ?? d 

. - 
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3jp’) Rt n\gg 
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56 


